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FOUNDED MAY 1989


MEETINGS - SECOND 

  SATURDAY OF THE MONTH

SOME WEBSITES 

i O S 1 5 r e v i e w : F o r g e t 
quantity, Focus on quality. 
This is Ars Technica’s extensive 
review of iOS 15. Worth taking 
the time to read. Suggested by 
Mike Inskeep. cutt.ly/WE3rJ9r.

These small nuclear reactors 
could be the future of clean 
energy. Not computer related, 
but very worthwhile to watch.  
cutt.ly/gRxRshE.

Apple iPhone 13 review: 
Everything you need to know. 
Tom’s Guide says it’s “the best 
iPhone for most people”. Great 
discussion. cutt.ly/hRUOp0c.

Apple MacBook Pro 16-inch 
M1 Max review: New silicon 
meets retro ports. Another 
extremely detailed review of the 
great MacBook Pros. cutt.ly/
EROwKBp.

Which MacBook Should You 
Buy? Wired’s extensive article 
should help anyone considering 
buying a Macbook. cutt.ly/
6ROdxWE. 

ZOOM MEETING IN NOVEMBER.  

GO TO ZOOM.US/DOWNLOAD TO DOWNLOAD THE APP.

Our main presenter will be Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus 
who will talk on Reflections on 45 years covering 
Apple. On the brink of what he calls "semi-
retirement", Bob LeVitus looks back on 45 years of 
covering Apple, replete with funny stories, quotes, 
photos, movies, and more. If you miss Macworld 
Expo and the way things used to be, join him for this 
nostalgic trip through time and space.

Bob LeVitus has been writing about Apple 
technology since 1986 and is the author of more 
than 90 books and many thousands of articles and 
columns.


NL FOCUS -MONTEREY & HARDWARE 
REFLECTIONS ON 45 YEARS COVERING APPLE

http://ZOOM.US/DOWNLOAD
https://cutt.ly/WE3rJ9r
https://cutt.ly/gRxRshE
https://cutt.ly/hRUOp0c
https://cutt.ly/EROwKBp
https://cutt.ly/EROwKBp
https://cutt.ly/6ROdxWE
https://cutt.ly/6ROdxWE
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Typical Meeting Agenda


9:00 - 9:05: 	 Call to order in main meeting 
room.


9:05 - 10:15: Q&A Panel - 3 or 4 expert 
members will answer your questions 
about anything relating to your Mac, 
iPad, iPhone, iWatch, and any 
attached peripherals.


	 Questions can relate to the most basic 
items, equipment issues, Apple’s 
o p e r a t i n g s y s t e m s , a n d a l l 
applications, including applications for 
photo, video, audio, and print media.


	 Answers are amazingly helpful and 
often in depth, exploring the subject 
beyond the question.


10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.


10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a 
member or guest)


11:50 - Noon: Raffles and silent auctions.


Come join some fellow MLMUG members for 
lunch after the meeting at a nearby 
restaurant.


MLMUG Email list


The Main Line Macintosh Users 
Group has its own email list, 
hosted at Groups.io. Compose 
your letter and email it to 
MLMUG@groups.io  and your 
message will be sent to everyone 
on the mailing list. Contact Bob 
Barton (barton@bee.net) if you 
are a member and you are not on 
the list.

Please observe good email 
etiquette. If your message is 
humor or not Apple-related (off-
topic), please include "Humor" or 
"OT" in the subject line. The 
Groups.io Terms of Service are at 
groups.io/static/tos. Look for the 
section on "Conditions of Use"  

The MLMUG list may be used to 
post Apple-related items for sale, 
but any solicitation of members 
through the list is forbidden 
without the written consent of a 
MLMUG officer. Violation of the 
Groups.io terms of service or 
good email etiquette may result 
in removal from the list.

New Users SIG


You don’t have to wait a whole 
month to get answers to your basic 
Mac questions! Get together with 
other members on the fourth 
Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each 
regular meeting) for the Startup 
Folder Lite.


Many new users have said that they 
can learn much more from face-to-
face meetings than they do from 
manuals or other sources. That’s 
what this meeting is all about. Go 
to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html for 
details.


http://www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html
http://groups.io
mailto:%20MLMUG@groups.io%20
mailto:barton@bee.net
http://groups.io/
https://groups.io/static/tos
http://groups.io/
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Editor 
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Educational Liaison 

Linda McNeil

mcneil.linda@gmail.com


Member-at-Large, 
Newsletter Copy Editor & 

Apple User Group 
Ambassador 
Deane Lappin


deanezl@verizon.net


Multimedia SIG Co-Chair 
Nicholas Iacona


nick@nickiacona.com

Newer Users SIG Co-Chair & 

Webmaster 
Bob Barton


barton.bee.net@gmail.com

OS/iOS SIG Chair 

Adam Rice

adam@adamrice.org

Picnic Coordinator 

Tony DiPiano

tony@dipiano.net


Raffle Chair 
Susan Czarnecki


sparsefur@yahoo.com 
Social Secretary 
Gail Montgomery


gailemontgomery@comcast.net


Membership Information

Membership dues are $30 for individuals and $40 for 
families. Memberships are based on your anniversary 

date, which is the month you joined. You will be e-
mailed reminders when membership fee is due. 

If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve 
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined, 
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:


• Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share, 
and meet everyone from working Mac 

professionals to new Mac users from all 
backgrounds.


• Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting 
Mac news, tips, and information.


• Useful free items at the monthly Raffles. 

• Discounts. Vendors offer special prices to User 

Group members.

• Web Site with 2-3 years of MLMUG 

newsletters, meeting information, a member 
directory, directions to our meetings, and much 

more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.

• MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical 

questions or comments to each other and the 
experts within the group. 


Are you ready to join? Please make a check 
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly 

meeting or mail it to:

Treasurer, MLMUG


P.O. Box 1374

Southeastern, PA 19399


http://www.mlmug.org
mailto:mariarguello@mac.com?subject=
mailto:lcampbell9@me.com
mailto:eicobin@gmail.com
mailto:msb@lpilease.com
mailto:mcneil.linda@gmail.com?subject=
mailto:deanezl@verizon.net?subject=
mailto:nick@nickiacona.com
mailto:barton@bee.net
mailto:adam@adamrice.org?subject=
http://www.apple.com
http://sparsefur@yahoo.com
mailto:gailemontgomery@comcast.net?subject=
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Bookmarks  
Hardware and Software 

By Mark Bazrod 
I think I recall reading several times that we could expect very 
few major improvements coming from Monterey. I think that's 
incorrect. At least, that's the impression I get from reading 
Apple’s long description of Monterey's new features. It's 14 
pages in this newsletter, the longest article I have ever published 
in the 15 or so years being the Newsletter Editor. It's well worth 
taking the time to read slowly read the entire article-and try to 
use some of the features when you install Monterey. 

I understand that very few bugs arose during the development 
process, so I'm inclined to install it sooner than later, which in 
plain English means I will probably install it by November 15th.

I am also impressed by what I've read about iOS 15 and iPadOS 
15. It seems that the major problem has been some features 
have been withdrawn and we will have to wait a while until they 
are available. In the meantime, I'm also ready to install these 
operating systems by November 15.

And then there's the new MacBook Pros and iPads, particularly 
the iPad mini. The MacBook Pros with the M1 Pro or M1 Max 
chips look astounding, particularly for those of you who need - or 
want - really fast performance. They are a bit pricey, but you 
certainly seem to be getting your money’s worth. 

The new iPhone 13's also look fantastic, particularly if you're into 
photos. I have an iPhone 7, which works fine most of the time, 
although it’s beginning to get more breakups when using the 
phone. I don't know whether it's the iPhone or whether the 
carrier, AT&T, is making changes in its antennas and affecting 

reception. Anyway, I think I'm going to be taking a lot more 
pictures once the iPhone 13 gets delivered.

And deliveries! Slowdowns in the supply chain occur everywhere, 
partly driven by shortage of people, Chinese production slow 
downs, and the imbalance in Chinese ports running 24/7 while 
the LA and Long Beach ports are just starting switching to 24/7. 
So 50 cargo ships sit waiting to be unloaded .

In summary, it seems Apple is really delivering new hardware and 
software with outstanding performance. So I think all of us can  
look forward to better, faster and more intelligent computers. 
Could we also get better, faster, and more intelligent! And also 
remember everything we have learned!

P.S. See pages 44-45 for Apple’s new $19 cloth.  

5

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR 
MLMUG'S 2021 MEETINGS 

January 11`	 	 Dan Wissink - Dan’s Tutorials

February 9 Terry Wilson - Cut the Cord to
       Microsoft Office - Pages/Numbers
March 13 Michael Blank - Pixlr.com Graphics
April 10 Gary Rosenzweig - Fun With Text 

       In Pages
May 8 Dave Hamilton - Plex: Stream… 
June  Rob Golding - Backup Strategies
July	 	 	 Recess - Summer

August	 	 Recess - Summer

September 11 	 Aric Pedersen —Virtualizing macOS

October 9 	 	 Joe Kissell - Take Control of Monterey

November 13 Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus - Reflections
December 11 	 Keith Johnson - FileMaker Pro 
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Apple recently posted the following article to apple.com.  cutt.ly/
7RkhsOL. © Apple Inc.


New Features Available With macOS 
Monterey. 
macOS  Monterey builds on the same powerful foundation as 
macOS Big Sur, while offering distinct experiences designed just 
for the capabilities of Mac. 

Key Features and Enhancements 
1.  FaceTime 
SharePlay: Watch together 
Bring movies and TV shows into your FaceTime calls and enjoy 
rich, real-time connection with your friends while watching the 
same videos.*


SharePlay: Listen together 
Share music with your friends right in your FaceTime calls.*


SharePlay: Share your screen 
Share your screen to bring web pages, apps, and more into your 
conversation on FaceTime.*


SharePlay: Synced playback 
Pause, rewind, fast-forward, or jump to a different scene — 
everyone’s playback remains in perfect sync.*


SharePlay: Shared music queue 
When listening together, anyone in the call can add songs to the 
shared queue.*


SharePlay: Smart volume 
Dynamically responsive volume controls automatically adjust 
audio so you can hear your friends even during a loud scene or 
climactic chorus.*


SharePlay: Multiple device support 
Connect over FaceTime on your Mac while watching video on 
your Apple TV or listening to music on your HomePod.*


SharePlay: Connect through audio, video, and text 
Access your group’s Messages thread right from the FaceTime 
controls and choose the mode of communication that matches 
the moment.*


Portrait mode 
Inspired by the portraits you take in the Camera app, Portrait 
mode in FaceTime blurs your background and puts the focus 
on you.1


Grid view 
Lets you see people in your Group FaceTime calls in the same-
size tiles, and highlights the current speaker so it’s easy to know 
who’s talking. You’ll see up to 18 faces in the grid at a time.


Spatial audio 
Creates a sound field that helps conversations flow as easily as 
they do face to face. Your friends’ voices are spread out to sound 
like they’re coming from the direction in which they’re positioned 
on the call.2


Voice Isolation mode 
This microphone mode spotlights your voice by using machine 
learning to identify ambient noises and block them out. So a leaf 
blower outside or a dog barking in the next room won’t interrupt 
your call.3


Wide Spectrum mode 
This microphone mode brings every single sound into your call. 
It’s ideal for when you’re taking music lessons or want your friend 
to hear everything that’s happening in the space you’re in.3


6
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FaceTime links 
Invite your friends into a FaceTime call using a web link you can 
share anywhere.


Join FaceTime on the web 
Invite anyone to join you in a FaceTime call, even friends who 
don’t have an Apple device.4 They can join you for one-on-one 
and Group FaceTime calls right from their browser instantly — no 
login necessary.


Calendar integration 
Generate a web link for a FaceTime call while creating an event 
in Calendar, so everyone knows exactly where to meet and when.


2.  Messages 
Shared with You 
Content sent to you over Messages automatically appears in a 
new Shared with You section in the corresponding app, so you 
can enjoy it when it’s convenient for you. Shared with You will be 
featured in Photos, Safari, Apple News, Apple Podcasts, and the 
Apple TV app.


Shared with You: Pins 
For content that’s especially interesting to you, you can quickly 
pin it in Messages, and it will be elevated in Shared with You, 
Messages search, and the Details view of the conversation.


Shared with You: Continue the conversation 
Alongside shared content in the corresponding apps, you can 
see who sent it, and with a click, open the associated 
conversation in Messages — so you can continue the 
conversation while you’re enjoying what was shared with you.


Shared with You: Photos 
Photos sent to you over Messages automatically appear in your 
Photos app. Your library includes the photos you care about 

most — like the ones you were there for. And the broader set of 
shared photos will be featured in a new Shared with You section 
in the sidebar.


Shared with You: Safari 
Interesting articles, recipes, and other links sent over Messages 
automatically appear in the new Shared with You section on the 
Safari start page and in the sidebar. Articles that can be found in 
Safari and Apple News conveniently appear in Shared with You in 
both apps — so you can enjoy them in either place.


Shared with You: Apple News 
Interesting stories sent over Messages automatically appear in 
the new Shared with You section in the Today feed and in the 
sidebar of Apple News. Stories found in News and Safari appear 
in Shared with You in both apps — so you can enjoy them in 
either place.


Shared with You: Apple Podcasts 
Podcast shows and episodes sent over Messages automatically 
appear in the new Shared with You section of Listen Now in 
Apple Podcasts.


Shared with You: Apple TV app 
Movies and shows sent over Messages automatically appear in 
the new Shared with You section of Watch Now in the 
Apple TV app.


Photo collections 
Enjoy multiple photos as beautiful collections in your Messages 
conversations. A handful of images appears as a glanceable 
collage and a larger set as an elegant stack that you can flip 
through. Click to view them as a grid and easily add a Tapback or 
inline reply.


7
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Easily save photos 
You can quickly save photos sent to you by clicking a new save 
button right in the Messages conversation.


3.  Safari 
Tab Groups 
Save and organize your tabs in the way that works best for you. 
Switch between Tab Groups using the redesigned sidebar or 
drop-down menu. Tab Groups sync across devices so you have 
access to your tabs from anywhere.


Redesigned sidebar 
Manage your Tab Groups, bookmarks, Reading List, and Shared 
with You links in the redesigned sidebar.


Compact tab bar 
The compact tab bar integrates the Smart Search field into your 
active tab, giving you more space to browse.


New privacy protections 
Intelligent Tracking Prevention now also prevents trackers from 
profiling you using your IP address.


HTTPS upgrade 
Safari automatically upgrades sites known to support HTTPS 
from insecure HTTP.


4.  Focus 
Focus 
Match your devices to your mindset with Focus. Automatically 
filter notifications based on what you’re currently doing. Turn on 
Do Not Disturb to switch everything off, or choose from a 
suggested Focus for work, personal time, sleep, fitness, gaming, 
reading, or driving.


Focus customization 
Create a custom Focus to filter notifications based on what 
you’re currently doing.


Focus across your devices 
When you use a Focus on one device, it’s automatically set on 
your other devices.


Allowed interruptions 
Set allowed interruptions so that the most important notifications 
from people or apps wil l get through to you while 
you’re focusing.


Status 
Contacts outside the notifications you allow for a Focus will be 
told that your notifications are silenced. Your status appears the 
moment someone tries to contact you in Messages, so they 
know not to interrupt.


Auto-reply 
Turn on a standard auto-reply for your contacts when they 
message you while you’re focusing.


Urgent messages 
If someone’s status is turned on, signaling that they have 
notifications silenced with Focus, you can break through with an 
urgent message. If you’re on the receiving end, you can prevent 
an app or person from breaking through.


Status API 
For conversations in third-party messaging apps, developers can 
use your status to reflect that you’ve stepped away.


5.  Notifications 
New look for notifications 
Notifications have a fresh new look, with contact photos for 
people and larger icons for apps.


8
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Mute notifications 
Mute any app or messaging thread temporarily, for the next hour, 
or for the day.


Muting suggestions 
If a thread is really active and you aren’t engaging with it, you’ll 
get a suggestion to mute it.


Communication notifications 
Notifications from people across your communication apps now 
feature contact photos to make them easier to identify.


Time Sensitive notifications 
Time Sensitive notifications from apps are always delivered 
immediately, so you won’t miss out on timely alerts like a fraud 
alert, car waiting outside, or reminder to go pick up your kids.


Notification APIs 
New notification APIs for developers allow them to automatically 
send Time Sensitive notifications and adopt the new look for 
notifications coming from people.


6.  Notes 
Tags 
Tags are a fast and flexible way to categorize and organize your 
notes. Add one or more tags by typing them directly in the note 
— like #activities or #cooking.


Tag Browser 
The Tag Browser in the sidebar lets you choose any tag or 
combination of tags to quickly view tagged notes.


Custom Smart Folders 
Custom Smart Folders automatically collect notes in one place 
based on tags.


Activity view 
See what others have added to your shared note while you were 
away. The new Activity view gives a summary of updates since 
the last time you viewed the note and a day-to-day list of activity 
from each collaborator.


Highlights 
On a trackpad, swipe right with two fingers anywhere in your 
note to reveal details of who made changes in a shared note. 
View edit times and dates with highlighted text color‑coded to 
match collaborators in the note.


Mentions 
Mentions make collaboration in shared notes or folders more 
social, direct, and contextual. Type or handwrite an @ sign and 
the name of a collaborator anywhere in your note to notify them 
of important updates and link them back to the note.


7.  Quick Note 
Easy to access 
Access Quick Note using a hot corner or keyboard shortcut.


Available everywhere 
Access Quick Note from anywhere in the system. You can be 
using any app or in full screen or Split View.


Adaptable 
Adjust the size or position of a Quick Note.


Links 
Add links from an app to your Quick Note to create context. 
When you return to the same place in the app or website, a 
thumbnail of the Quick Note appears in the corner to remind you 
of what you noted earlier.


9
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Persistent highlights with Safari 
Keep track of websites you’ve visited by highlighting text or 
images in Safari and adding them directly into your note.


8. UNIVERSAL CONTROL 
Use your keyboard, mouse, and trackpad across 
Mac and iPad 
Use a single keyboard, mouse, or trackpad to work between your 
devices. When you move from your Mac to your iPad, the cursor 
for your mouse or trackpad transforms from an arrow to a round 
dot, automatically changing shape to the one that is best suited 
for the device.


No setup required 
Universal Control works effortlessly — no setup required. Simply 
use your mouse or trackpad to push the cursor from one device 
toward the other until it pops onto the second device. Then you 
can move your cursor seamlessly between the two.


Optional continuous setup 
If you use your devices together all the time and want to use 
Universal Control without the need to link the two using the 
cursor, you can set them up to work with Universal Control 
continuously in System Preferences.


Support for multiple devices 
Universal Control works with up to three devices.


Drag and drop content between devices 
Use your mouse or trackpad to drag and drop content between 
your devices, perfect for when you’re sketching a drawing with 
Apple Pencil on your iPad and want to drop it into Keynote on 
your Mac.


9. AirPlay to Mac 
AirPlay content to your Mac 
Use AirPlay to send content to your Mac from an iPhone, iPad, or 
even another Mac. View videos, edit Keynote presentations, and 
hear music on your Mac as it’s being played from your other 
device. Your Mac works with any Apple device, and it’s even 
easier to connect if the devices share the same Apple ID.


Mirror or extend the display 
When you send content from your iPhone or iPad to your Mac, 
you can choose to mirror your iPhone or iPad or extend its 
display by using a Mac as a secondary display for apps that 
support it, such as Keynote and Photos.


Use as AirPlay 2 speaker 
Your Mac can function as a third-party AirPlay  2 speaker, 
allowing you to play music or podcasts to your Mac or use it as a 
secondary speaker for multiroom audio.


Send wired or wirelessly 
AirPlay works both wirelessly and wired using USB. A wired 
connection is useful when you want to ensure that there’s no 
latency or you don’t have access to Wi-Fi.


10. Live Text 
Live Text in photos 
Text is now completely interactive in all your photos, so you can 
use functions like copy and paste, lookup, and translate. 
Live Text works in Photos, Screenshot, Quick Look, and Safari.8


Visual Look Up 
Swipe up or click the information button on any photo to 
highlight recognized objects and scenes. Learn more about 
popular art and landmarks around the world, plants and flowers 
out in nature, books, and breeds of pets.


10
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11.  Shortcuts 
Updated Gallery 
Find new prebuilt shortcuts you can customize, made just 
for Mac.


Cross-device management 
Build and manage shortcuts on iPhone, iPad, or Mac for any of 
your devices — shortcuts automatically sync across all of them.


System-wide shortcuts 
Shortcuts are available throughout macOS — run them from the 
Finder, menu bar, Spotlight, Dock, desktop, and more.


Run iPhone and iPad shortcuts on Mac 
Run compatible iPhone and iPad shortcuts on Mac with M1 or on 
Intel-based Mac systems with Catalyst apps.


Improved sharing 
Share shortcuts as easily as sharing a link and download them 
for your own use without managing complicated security 
settings. If you’re the recipient, smart prompts allow you to share 
only the data you want.


Smarter Shortcuts editor 
Next Action Suggestions help you complete the shortcut 
you’re building.


Automator compatibility 
If you already use the Automator app, now you can convert your 
workflows into shortcuts.


Advanced scripting 
Pro users can enable AppleScript and shell script compatibility.


12.  Maps 
Interactive globe 
Discover the natural beauty of Earth with a rich and interactive 
3D  globe, including significantly enhanced details for mountain 
ranges, deserts, forests, oceans, and more.1


Detailed new city experience 
Explore cities like San Francisco, Los Angeles, New York, and 
London with unprecedented detail for elevation, roads, trees, 
buildings, landmarks, and more.1


New driving features 
An all-new driving map helps you see traffic, incidents, and other 
details that affect your drive at a glance. See road details like turn 
lanes, bike, bus, and taxi lanes, medians, crosswalks, and much 
more. Plan your upcoming journey by choosing a future 
departure or arrival time.


Redesigned transit 
The transit map has been redesigned for the new city experience 
and now shows key bus  routes. Plan your transit journey by 
choosing a future departure or arrival time.


Nearby transit 
Frequent transit riders can now get one-click access to all 
departures that are near them. They can even pin their favorite 
lines so that they always show up at the top if they are nearby.


All-new place cards 
Completely redesigned place cards make it easy to find and 
interact with important information for businesses, explore details 
about cit ies, and learn about physical features l ike 
mountain ranges.


11
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Editorially curated Guides Home 
It’s now easier to discover great places with the all‑new Guides 
Home, an editorially curated destination where you can find 
Guides for places you’ll love.


Improved search 
When looking for places like restaurants, you can filter your 
search results by cuisine or whether they offer takeout. Or you 
can choose to see only places that are open right now. When you 
move the map while searching, Maps automatically updates your 
search results.


User account 
Maps users can now find their most used settings all in one 
place, including their preferred mode of transit, reported issues, 
favorites, and more.


Redesigned Maps contributions 
With an all-new design, it’s now faster and easier to report an 
issue in Maps.


13. Privacy 
Recording indicator 
See which apps have access to the mic on your Mac in 
Control Center. A new software indicator augments the camera 
indicator light by showing you whenever an app has access to 
your mic.


14.  iCloud+ 
Beta 
iCloud Private Relay 
iCloud Private Relay is a service that lets you connect to virtually 
any network and browse with Safari in an even more secure and 
private way. It ensures that the traffic leaving your device is 
encrypted so no one can intercept and read it. Then all your 

requests are sent through two separate internet relays. It’s 
designed so that no one — including Apple — can use your 
IP address, location, and browsing activity to create a detailed 
profile about you.9


Hide My Email 
Hide My Email allows you to create unique, random email 
addresses that forward to your personal inbox so you can send 
and receive email without having to share your real 
email address.


HomeKit Secure Video 
Connect more security cameras than ever to record, analyze, and 
view your footage in the Home app. iCloud will store your 
recordings in an end-to-end encrypted format automatically, so 
that only you and people you choose can view it. None of the 
video footage counts against your iCloud storage — it’s part of 
your subscription.10


Custom email domain 
Personalize your iCloud Mail address with a custom domain 
name, and invite family members to use the same domain with 
their iCloud Mail accounts.


Even More 
15. Accessibility 
VoiceOver image descriptions in Markup 
Markup lets you add image descriptions that can be read by 
VoiceOver. Image descriptions persist even when shared and can 
be read in a range of supported apps on iPhone, iPad, and Mac.


VoiceOver descriptions for PDF signatures 
Add custom descriptions to new and existing PDF signatures so 
you can use the right signature with VoiceOver.


12
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Improved Full Keyboard Access 
Using an expanded set of keyboard shortcuts, improvements to 
Full Keyboard Access enable you to control everything on your 
Mac with a keyboard — without a mouse or trackpad.


Custom mouse pointers 
Customize the outline and fill color of the mouse pointer so it’s 
easier to recognize when it moves or changes to an insertion 
point, crosshair, hand, or other shape.


Accessibility Memoji 
Memoji represent more of your look and style with new 
customizations, including oxygen tubes, cochlear implants, and a 
soft helmet for headwear.


16.  Apple Card 
Advanced Fraud Protection 
With Advanced Fraud Protection, Apple Card users can have a 
security code that changes regularly to make online Card 
Number transactions even more secure.


17.  APPLE ID 
Account Recovery Contacts 
Choose one or more people you trust to become an Account 
Recovery Contact to help you reset your password and regain 
access to your account.


Digital Legacy program 
The Digital Legacy program allows you to designate people as 
Legacy Contacts so they can access your account and personal 
information in the event of your death.11


18. Augmented Reality 
Object Capture 
Turn a series of 2D images into a photo-realistic 3D object that’s 
optimized for AR in just minutes using the power of Mac. Object 
Capture makes 3D content creation easy for all developers.12


19.  Books 
Redesigned Apple Books app 
Enjoy a refreshed version of the app that’s easier and more 
intuitive to use. Access features like Reading Goals, Want to 
Read, and Reading Now, previously available only on iOS.


Search redesign 
Search results come up as soon as you start typing and will 
correct spelling mistakes. Enjoy personalized showcases of top 
books, audiobooks, and genre collections within your results. 
Buy directly from the Search tab to get started on your 
book faster.


20.  Desktop and Screen Saver 
Hello screen saver 
Use a captivating new screen saver that celebrates the history 
and progress of Mac. Watch as the word “hello” writes on the 
screen in 34 different languages using a custom-designed 3D 
font inspired by the first Mac that debuted with “hello” on the 
screen. The generative screen saver follows the graceful arcs and 
curves of letters as it writes and selects from different camera 
angles and positions — ensuring that the animation feels fresh 
every time.


Hello desktop picture 
Use the hello desktop picture on your Mac. It comes in seven 
different colors and changes automatically from a light to dark 
version based on the time of day. You can also choose to always 
use a light or dark still of the desktop picture.


13
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21. Dictionary 
New dictionaries for India 
Bilingual dictionaries for India include Urdu–English, Tamil–
English, Telugu–English, and Gujarati–English.


New thesaurus and idiom dictionary for 
China mainland 
There’s a new Simplified Chinese thesaurus with synonyms and 
antonyms as well as a dictionary of idioms.


New dictionaries for Hong Kong 
Dictionaries now include a Traditional Chinese–English dictionary 
of Cantonese colloquialisms and a Traditional Chinese dictionary 
of Standard Mandarin with Cantonese pronunciations.


22.  Find my 
Live locations for family and friends 
See your family and friends’ locations with continuous streaming 
updates. This provides an immediate sense of direction, speed, 
and progress when viewing people’s locations.


Find My network support for AirPods 
Use the Find My network to get an approximate location of your 
missing AirPods Pro or AirPods Max. This will help you get within 
Bluetooth range so you can play a sound and locate them.13


Find My widget 
The new Find My widget lets you add people and item location 
features to Notification Center so it’s easy to keep track of 
friends, family, and personal items from virtually anywhere.


23.  Finder 
Shortcuts 
The Finder lets you save time by running shortcuts from the 
Touch Bar, the menu bar, and the Quick Actions menu. Run a 

shortcut to reduce the size of images, batch edit hundreds of 
PDFs, or configure your workspace setup with just a click.


iCloud collaboration folder 
A new collaboration folder in the sidebar contains all shared 
documents and displays information such as invitation status, 
the person who last modified the file, and other sharing-related 
metadata to help you manage your shared files.


Copy enhancements 
You’ll have a better sense of timing when copying files thanks to 
a new pie chart progress window. You can even stop or cancel a 
long copy session and resume it later.


Go to folder enhancements 
An enhanced “go to folder” window features a new look and 
improved autocompletion engine to help you get to the files or 
folder you’re looking for more quickly.


View file path 
Press the Option key while holding the pointer over a file or folder 
to momentarily show the path bar, so you can easily see where 
your file or folder is located. Control-click the path bar to take 
actions such as opening folders in Terminal or copying the file 
path. You can also Shift-click a folder to see or navigate 
to subfolders.


24.  Gaming 
Game Center friend requests 
See incoming friend requests in your Game Center inbox, which 
is accessible from your Game Center profile within a game or 
from Internet Accounts in System Preferences.


Game Center recents and groups invitations 
Bring your most recent Messages friends and groups into Game 
Center–enabled games with the new multiplayer friend selector.
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Game highlights 
With a press of the share button, save a video clip of up to the 
last 15 seconds of gameplay using game controllers like the 
Xbox Series X|S Wireless Controller or Sony PS5 DualSense™ 
Wireless Controller.


Launchpad games folder 
When you download a new game, it’s automatically added to the 
new games folder in Launchpad. You can also access and 
navigate the folder with a game controller.


25.  Home 
Package detection 
Using HomeKit Secure Video, your security cameras and video 
doorbells can now detect and notify you when a package 
has arrived.10


26. INCLUSIVE LANGUAGE 
Choose your term of address for Spanish 
To make your device feel more personal, in Language & Region 
preferences you can choose how you would like to be addressed 
throughout the system: feminine, masculine, or neuter.


27.  Keyboard 
Suggestions for Cantonese and Shanghainese 
Type words and phrases in Cantonese and Shanghainese more 
easily when using the Simplified Chinese keyboard.


New keyboard layouts 
New keyboard layouts for Amharic, Assyrian, Fula (Adlam), Igbo, 
Navajo, Rohingya, and Syriac offer more language options.


Keyboard shortcuts for Magic Keyboard 
Magic Keyboard now supports keyboard shortcuts for over 100 
layouts, automatically adapting them for the layout you’re using.


28.  Keyboard Dictation 
On-device dictation 
Keyboard dictation improves as you use your device, 
personalizing over time. On-device dictation helps protect your 
privacy by performing all processing completely offline. Dictation 
in search uses server-based dictation. Available in Arabic (Saudi 
Arabia), Cantonese (Hong Kong), English (Australia, Canada, 
India, Singapore, UK, U.S.), French (France), German (Germany), 
Italian (Italy), Japanese (Japan), Korean (Korea), Mandarin 
Chinese (China mainland, Taiwan), Russian (Russia), Spanish 
(Mexico, Spain, U.S.), Turkish (Turkey), and Yue Chinese 
(China mainland).14


Continuous dictation 
With on-device dictation, you can dictate text of any length 
without a timeout (previously limited to 60 seconds).15


29.  Mac Experience 
Erase all contents and settings 
System Preferences now offers an option to erase all user data 
and user-installed apps from the system, while maintaining the 
operating system currently installed. Because storage is always 
encrypted on Mac systems with Apple silicon or the T2 chip, the 
system is instantly and securely “erased” by destroying the 
encryption keys.


Low Power Mode 
Reduces system clock speed and display brightness to extend 
battery life.


Automatic window resizing 
Windows now resize to fit the new display as you move them 
from Mac to a secondary display, another Mac, or even an iPad 
when using Sidecar, making it easier than ever to use 
multiple displays.
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30.  Mail 
Mail Privacy Protection 
Mail Privacy Protection helps protect your privacy by preventing 
email senders from learning information about your Mail activity. 
If you choose to turn it on, it hides your IP address so senders 
can’t link it to your other online activity or determine your 
location. And it prevents senders from seeing if you’ve opened 
their email.


31. Memoji 
Clothing 
Customize your Memoji with over 40 outfit choices to reflect your 
style, mood, or the season — and choose up to three different 
colors. Show it off using Memoji stickers with expressive body 
language that include the upper body.


Two different eye colors 
Now you can select a different color for your left eye and your 
right eye.


New glasses 
Customize your Memoji with three new glasses options, including 
heart, star, and retro shapes. Select the color of your frame 
and lenses.


New Memoji stickers 
Nine new Memoji stickers let you send a shaka, a hand wave, a 
lightbulb moment, and more.


Multicolored headwear 
Represent your favorite sports team or university by choosing up 
to three colors for headwear.


New accessibility options 
Three new accessibility options let you represent yourself with 
cochlear implants, oxygen tubes, or a soft helmet.


Memoji on Mac login screen 
Choose your Memoji for your login picture to get fun, 
personalized interactions — like a greeting when you log in or a 
“see ya later” when you log off. If you type the wrong password, 
it even shakes its head.


32.  Music 
SharePlay 
Use SharePlay in FaceTime to listen to music together in real 
time. You can pick out songs with your friends, and everyone can 
pause, rearrange, or skip tracks in the SharePlay queue.*


33. News 
Redesigned News feed 
A new design makes it easier to browse and interact with your 
News feed. Information like publication dates and bylines are 
more prominent, and you can save and share stories right from 
the feed.


Shared with You 
Interesting stories sent over Messages automatically appear in 
the Shared with You section in the Today feed and sidebar in 
Apple News. Stories found in News and Safari appear in Shared 
with You in both apps.


34.  Passwords 
Passwords in System Preferences 
Look up and manage your saved passwords for apps and 
websites in the new Passwords section of System Preferences.


Import and export passwords 
Import passwords from other password managers to Passwords 
in System Preferences or Safari. You can export passwords too.
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Built-in authenticator 
Generate verification codes needed for additional sign-in 
security. If a site offers two-factor authentication, you can set up 
verification codes under Passwords in System Preferences and 
Safari — no need to download an additional app. Once set up, 
verification codes autofill when you sign in to the site.


Manage iCloud Passwords on Windows 
Access and manage your passwords saved to iCloud from a 
Windows device with the new iCloud Passwords app. Included 
with iCloud for Windows.


iCloud Passwords extension for Edge 
Easily autofill your saved passwords in Edge with the iCloud 
Passwords for Windows extension. Avai lable in the 
Microsoft Store.


35.  Photos (Many Coming Later This Fall) 
Memories: Fresh new look 
Memories has a fresh new look including animated cards with 
smart, adaptive titles, new animation and transition styles, and 
multiple image collages for a cinematic feel.


Memories: Memory looks 
Inspired by the art of cinematography, 12 Memory looks add 
mood by analyzing each photo and video and applying the right 
contrast and color adjustment to give them a consistent look — 
just as the colorists at film studios do.


Memories: Interactive interface 
Click to pause, replay the last photo, skip to the next, or jump 
ahead, and the music keeps playing and the timing adjusts to 
keep the transitions on the beat. Change the song or Memory 
look or add or remove photos, and the adjustment happens in 
real time, without the need for the movie to recompile.


Memories: Browse view 
View all the photos and videos from your memory in one easy-to-
navigate grid.


Memories: New memory types 
New memory types include additional international holidays, 
child-focused memories, trends over time, and improved pet 
memories, including recognizing individual dogs and cats.


Memories: Watch next 
Memories suggests related memories to watch next after your 
memory finishes playing.


Shared with You 
Click Shared with You in the sidebar to view photos and videos 
that have been shared with you in Messages. Photos taken when 
you were present also appear in All Photos and in Days, Months, 
and Years views and can appear in your Featured Photos and 
Memories, including the Photos widget. Save a photo to your 
library or respond to the sender in Messages.


Richer Info pane 
Copy and paste edits to the location and date taken and learn 
about objects in the photo that were detected by Visual Look Up.


Faster iCloud Photos library initial sync 
When you upgrade to a new device, iCloud Photos syncs more 
quickly, so you can get to your photo library faster.


Import photos from another Photos library 
Now you can import original photos, including edits, from a 
second Photos library.


People identification improvements 
The People album has improved recognition for individuals.
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People naming workflow 
Correct naming mistakes more easily in the People album.


Suggest less often 
Click Feature Less to let Photos know you prefer to see less of a 
specific date, place, holiday, or person across Featured Photos, 
in the Photos widget, in Memories, or highlighted in the 
Library tab.


36.  Podcasts 
Personalized recommendations 
Discover new podcasts about topics you’re passionate about. 
The best podcasts, personalized for you, grouped by topics you 
care about.


Shared with You 
Share your favorite podcast episodes in the Messages app and 
find all the episodes shared with you in Listen Now.


37. Reminders 
Tags 
Tags are a fast and flexible way to organize your reminders. Add 
one or more tags, like #errands, to your reminders to make them 
easy to search and filter for across your Reminders lists.


Tag Browser 
A Tag Browser in the sidebar lets you click any tag or 
combination of tags to quickly view tagged reminders.


Custom Smart Lists 
Create your own Smart Lists to automatically include reminders 
that matter most to you by selecting for tags, dates, times, 
locations, flags, and priority. Choose more than one tag (such as 
#gardening and #errands) and combine them with other setting 
filters for more specific lists.


Delete completed reminders 
Access quick options to easily delete your completed reminders.


Improved natural language support 
Type more advanced phrases to create reminder settings. Try 
something like “Jog every other morning” for a specific, 
recurring reminder.


Expanded suggested attributes 
Choose tags, flags, priority, and people you message with from 
the Quick Toolbar when creating a reminder.


38. Screen Time 
Downtime on demand 
Turn on downtime on demand. During downtime, only phone 
calls and apps you choose to allow will be available. A 
five‑minute downtime reminder will be sent and downtime will be 
turned on until the end of the day.


39. Siri 
Neural text-to-speech voice in more languages 
The latest neural text-to-speech voices are now available in more 
languages: Swedish (Sweden), Danish (Denmark), Norwegian 
(Norway), and Finnish (Finland).


Mixed English and Indic language support in Siri 
Ask Siri to play your favorite song, call a friend, and more using a 
mix of Indian English and your native language. Nine languages 
are supported: Hindi, Telugu, Kannada, Marathi, Tamil, Bengali, 
Gujarati, Malayalam, and Punjabi.


39.  System Font 
SF Arabic system font 
The new SF Arabic system font features a refined, contemporary 
design that is integrated with the SF font, providing a clear, 
cohesive reading experience.
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40. Tips 
Tips 
Discover new tips for macOS, designed to help you get started 
or deepen your understanding of your Mac and its 
amazing features.


Collections 
Tips are organized in collections on specific topics — from 
what’s new to essential must-know features to favorite genius 
picks from our experts. And for those new to Mac, there are tips 
to help you get started.


Notifications 
When a new collection of tips is available, you’ll get 
a notification.


Personalization 
To make tips more meaningful and relevant to you, macOS uses 
on-device intelligence to determine which collections to send 
and which features to highlight for you.


41.  Translate 
System-Wide Translation 
Translate text by Control-clicking it and selecting Translate. Then 
copy the result, change the language, or replace the selected 
text with the translation. Using Live Text, you can translate 
selected text in photos.


42.  TV 
Shared with You 
The Apple TV app now helps you see all the shows and movies 
your friends and family have shared with you in Messages. See 
them in a new dedicated section called Shared with You on 
Watch Now and easily keep the conversation going directly from 
the Apple TV app.


SharePlay 
The Apple TV app works seamlessly with Messages and 
FaceTime so you can watch your favorite shows and movies 
together with friends and communicate using text, voice, or 
video while you watch. SharePlay lets your friends join in from 
their iPhone, iPad, Mac, or Apple TV — so everyone can watch 
together wherever and however they want.*


43.  Voice Memos 
Playback speed 
Speed up or slow down playback of Voice Memos recordings.


Skip silence 
Voice Memos analyzes your recordings and automatically skips 
over gaps in your audio with a single click.


44.  Window Management 
Swap out apps in Split View 
Swap out one window for another in Split View. Click the green 
button for a window, select the option to change windows, and 
select any of your open windows.


Change a Split View window to full screen 
When you select the option to make a window full screen while in 
Split View, the window expands to the size of your display and 
the other window previously in Split View automatically goes full 
screen as well.


Full-screen menu bar 
You have the option to display the menu bar at all times in full 
screen so you can easily view the app menu and other 
glanceable information anytime. 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Patrick Lucas Austin posted the following article to time.com on 
October 1, 2021. cutt.ly/2RTjZNg. © Time Inc .He is a technology 
columnist at Time. 

6 Of The Best New Features From 
Apple's Upcoming MacOS Monterey 

By Patrick Lucas Austin 
Apple has yet to announce a release date for the upcoming 
macOS Monterey update for Mac users, only saying that it will 
come sometime later in 2021. Still, there’s plenty to look forward 
to about the revamped operating system, which comes replete 
with new features, bug fixes, and enhancements to existing 
utilities.

Here are a few of the new features that just might make your 
update sooner than later.


Airplay to Mac Means Your Screen Can Do More 
A long requested feature, finally Mac users can turn their display 
on their desktop computer (or laptop, if you’re desperate) into a 
secondary display for your iPhone or iPad. Well, sort of.


AirPlay to Mac will allow you to send or mirror content from your 
iOS device to your Mac. MacOS Monterey also means you can 
use your desktop or laptop as an AirPlay 2 speaker if your Mac is 
connected to some higher quality audio equipment. The 
enhanced Airplay functionality works either wirelessly or via a 
USB cable for decreased latency.


Password Protection Is Easier Than Ever 
Apple’s beefing up its password management chops in Monterey, 
giving you more ways to stay secure without turning to third-
party services. Now you can manage your password from the 
System Preferences app. What’s more, you can import and 
export your passwords from one password manager to another, 
so you’re not stuck only using LastPass, 1Password or another 
service.

Monterey also lets you manage your two-factor authentication 
codes, so you don’t need to turn to authentication apps if you’re 
working on improving your password management hygiene. And 
if you’re on a Windows device with iCloud for Windows, macOS 
Monterey lets you even manage your passwords from there.


FaceTime Upgrades Make Being Apart More 
Entertaining 
FaceTime on Mac is getting some upgrades that mirror those on 
the new iOS 15, including the group-friendly SharePlay. 
SharePlay lets you synchronize content with your FaceTime 
participants, so you’re all at the same place in every video, 
song,or playlist.

Smart volume management means no one gets drowned out 
over the noise, and support for multiple devices means you can 
have a FaceTime call going happening on your iPhone while you 
watch synced content on your Apple TV or HomePod.
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Low Power Mode Comes to the MacBook 
You’ve probably used Low Power mode on your iPhone for 
years, when you need to squeeze a few more minutes out of a 
rapidly draining battery. But with Monterey, you can play the 
battery odds on your portable Mac as well.

It works by reducing your Mac’s processor speed and lowering 
screen brightness to prolong battery life. While your iMac won’t 
use the new Low Power Mode, your Mac laptop might rely on it 
in a pinch, especially if you’re in a place where USB-C 
connectors (or dongles) might be scarce.


Safari Updates Mean You’ll Never Lose a Tab 
Again 
Safari’s getting a few new tricks in Monterey to make browsing 
the web safer and more organized.

The new tab grouping feature means you can cordon off your late 
night shopping habits from your daily work websites, or contain 
all your vacation research to one group so you don’t lose your 
place when checking your group of news sites. Safari’s privacy 
features (like Intelligent Tracking Prevention) also make it more 
secure to use the web without being tracked by advertisers.


Universal Control Lets You Control Your iPad 
With Your Mac 
Put the iPad on the right side of your Mac, drag your mouse over 
there, and watch as the mouse seemingly crosses the threshold 
into the other device, letting you drag and drop and type with 
your Mac keyboard on your iPad tablet. As its name implies, 
Universal Control allowing your Mac platforms to control the 
iPads in your life.

You can connect up to three devices (like an iMac, MacBook, 
and iPad) and switch keyboards and mice on the fly. It builds on 
Apple’s Continuity feature, which lets you drag and drop content 

from one nearby Apple device to another, and use your iPad as a 
secondary screen wirelessly by placing the devices side-by-side.

Of course, if you just can’t wait for the official release, you’re 
welcome to put in the work to join the public beta for macOS 
Monterey that comes with all of the usual cautionary language 
around joining betas. The public beta comes after the company 
released iOS 15 alongside its new line of iPhone 13 devices.

You can check Apple’s compatibility page to see if your Mac 
supports an upgrade to macOS Monterey. If you’ve already 
decided to download the public beta, or just want to know what 
you’re getting into when it releases later this year, you can get 
excited for these cool features.

If you’re looking to download macOS Monterey when it arrives, 
simply hit the Apple logo on the top left of your Mac’s menu bar, 
select About this Mac, and hit the Software Update button.
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After reading Mark Ellis’ article on pages 40-41, you should 
take a look at 3 of his recent articles for some of his comments 

on his switching to 1Password 8, I'm Switching to 
1Password -Here’s Why, September 13, 2021, cutt.ly/

oRaGIRW, 4 Reasons My 1Password Article Went Viral, 
September 9, 2021, cutt.ly/3RaG9M1, and The 1Password 

Disaster (And Two Brilliant 1Password Alternatives), August 
13, 2021, cutt.ly/sRaHaDq. Particularly note the observations 

on the Electron platform, something I had never heard of 
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Samuel Axon posted the following article to arstechnica.com on 
October 5, 2021. cutt.ly/WE3rJ9r. © Condé Nast Digital. He is the 
Senior Reviews Editor at Ars Technica, where he leads the site's 
gadget and reviews section. He also covers Apple, augmented 
reality, and display tech. 

iOS 15 Review: Forget Quantity, Focus 
on  
Excerpts from the final section of a comprehensive review 

By Samuel Axon 
Focus on the Little Things 
iOS 15 goes a little deeper on some of the iPhone's popular 
software features and services, and it makes several small-but-
welcome quality-of-life tweaks. Apart from Focus and a 
significantly redesigned Safari, it's essentially a fresh coat of 
paint and a tune-up for the iPhone's operating system.

In my experience, iOS 15 was notably stable and bug-lite 
compared to recent years' major annual updates like iOS 14 or 
13. I actually can't think of a single bug that I encountered.

That won't be the case at the scale of hundreds of millions of 
people using the software around the world, but this is the first 
time I personally have run into zero problems or unintended 
behaviors while testing the first release of an annual iOS update.

If that's something that comes along with having smaller, less 
ambitious iOS updates, bring on the boring updates.

I'm actually not sure it is even optimal for the user for Apple to try 
to do these huge annual, batch updates. There would obviously 
still be major features related to new hardware when the next 
iteration of the iPhone launches every year, but other than that, 
just add stuff when it's ready and make sure it works without 
worrying about an annual timeline, I say.


iOS 15 is a worthy update, especially if managing notification 
overload is a priority for you. But it won't wow you or (unless 
you're really into Focus) change the way you use your iPhone. 
That's OK. This year's release makes the case that "boring" and 
"iterative" aren't nasty words.


The Good 
iOS 15 is one of the most stable and problem-free annual 
releases from Apple in a while

Focus and Notifications overhaul offer powerful tools to control 
the firehose of notifications and social media

Radical Safari redesign hits the mark (and it's optional)

The update supports all the same devices as before


The Bad 
Many of the touted AI features are more flash than substance

Some flagship features didn't make the initial launch

Some of the best features are specific to Apple's own apps


The Ugly 
The home screen is still a nightmare to managef 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Josh Centers posted the following article to tidbits.com on 
September 23, 2021. cutt.ly/mRcimbR. © TidBITS Publishing Inc. 
He is the managing editor of TidBITS, as well as a contributor to 
Macworld and Sweethome. 

Hot New Features in Safari in iOS 15 & iPadOS 
15 
By Josh Centers 
iOS 15 has brought some of the most significant revisions to 
Safari since the iPhone’s introduction. The address bar is on the 
bottom! Where’s Private Browsing? What are Tab Groups? Why 
does the color of the top of the screen keep changing?

Let’s walk through the major new changes, see if we can help 
you make sense of them, and show how to turn some of them 
off. I cover these and many other new iOS 15 and iPadOS 15 
features in Take Control of iOS 15 and iPadOS 15.


Safari Upside Down 
When iOS 15 came out, people were suddenly baffled by the fact 
that Safari seemed to be upside down.

Earlier betas of iOS 15 boasted an even more radical design that 
concealed many common functions. The first betas hid the 
refresh, share, and tab buttons entirely. The screenshots below 
come from a later beta, where Apple was still trying to cram more 
controls into the tab itself. I shudder to think of the response if 
Apple had shipped that design.

Thankfully, after a litany of complaints from beta testers, Apple 
dialed things back to a more familiar interface. Just upside down.

Apple made this switch for good reasons. Prior to the iPhone 6, 
iPhones were much shorter, and most people’s thumbs could 
easily reach the top of the screen. During that time, Apple even 
made this a selling point against then-enormous Android phones 
with its “thumb” TV ad. (Ah, for the days when “common sense” 

suggested screens could match the size of most people’s 
hands.)

Over the years, iPhones have become ever taller. Even people 
with large hands have to really stretch to reach the top of the 
screen, where Safari’s address bar was. To address that concern 
(Reachability doesn’t seem to be a huge hit), Apple converted it 
to a “tab bar” and moved it to the bottom of the screen, where 
everyone can easily reach it. Tap it to enter a URL or search term, 
just as you would have in the old address bar.

The bottom-mounted tab bar features another nice touch: you 
can now swipe left or right to switch between tabs quickly. Along 
with tapping the tab button in the lower-right corner, you can also 
swipe up on the tab bar to reveal all tabs, although that gesture 
is a little tricky on a Face ID-enabled iPhone since you have to 
start just above where you’d normally swipe up to return to the 
Home screen.

Although the new position makes sense and feels actively easier 
to use, it does require that you rewire your muscle memory. If 
that proves too difficult or you prefer the old approach, you can 
switch back. Go to Settings > Safari, scroll down to Tabs and 
select Single Tab.

However, I encourage you to try the new way for a few days, 
since it’s easier to use and less RSI-provoking once you get used 
to it.


Safari’s Rainbow 
There’s another tab-related setting in Settings > Safari that you 
might want to disable to revert to previous behavior. As you may 
have noticed in the screenshot at the top of this article, Safari on 
the iPhone colorizes the status bar area at the top of the screen 
in an attempt to match the “color” of the site. I quote “color” 
because it often picks up an accent or logo color—it doesn’t 
necessarily take its cue from the main site background color.
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As a result, loading the TidBITS site turns the status bar a deep 
purple and keeps it that way even if you scroll down (below left). 
If you don’t like the effect, you can disable Allow Website Tinting 
and return the status bar to a translucent overlay (below right).

Safari in iPadOS 15 didn’t see as radical a redesign as Safari in 
iOS 15, but it doubles down on this color change approach. 
Where Safari in iOS changes just the relatively small status bar 
area, Safari in iPadOS turns its entire tab bar the dominant color 
of whatever website you visit. The idea is to make it easier to 
figure out which site you’re viewing as you switch between tabs.

You may not find it helpful because there’s no predicting what 
color any given site will be. It can also be a rather glaring effect. 
Worse, it’s logically confusing, since not all of the controls in the 
tab bar are associated with the current site, so it makes no sense 
to connect them by color.

As with the iOS version of Safari, you can revert to a calm gray 
tab bar if you prefer. Go to Settings > Safari and turn off Show 
Color in Tab Bar.


Compact Tab Bar in iPadOS 15 
If you want a look at Apple’s original concept for Safari’s tab bar 
in iPadOS 15, go to Settings > Safari, and under Tabs, select 
Compact Tab Bar.

It combines tabs with the address bar to save screen real estate. 
I find it cluttered and bewildering, so I’m glad it’s not the default.

You might wonder where the back and forward arrows have gone
—they only appear when there’s a page to which you can tap 
them to navigate. Even more confusingly, there’s no obvious way 
to view all open tabs. You have to open the sidebar and tap the 
tab icon to the right of the number of tabs—tapping the text isn’t 
sufficient.


Voice Search 
Apple has a mixed record with dictation and voice recognition, 
but Safari’s new voice search feature is incredible. Tap in the 
address bar, tap the microphone icon, speak a search query, and 
Safari will search using your default search engine. There’s no 
need to tap Go or anything else—the search activates as soon as 
you stop speaking.

In some but not all cases, a voice search may take you directly to 
a particular site. If that’s desirable, you can ensure that it 
navigates directly to a site by saying its URL, as in “tidbits dot 
com” or even “talk dot tidbits dot com.” We anticipate using this 
feature heavily.

Safari 15 on the Mac doesn’t include the voice search button, 
which is a crying shame.


Tab Groups and Private Browsing 
Another high-profile new feature in Safari is Tab Groups, which 
lets you create and switch among collections of tabs. The idea 
behind Tab Groups is to help solve the problem so many of us 
have: having hundreds of unrelated tabs open at once.

You can make as many groups of tabs as you like. You could 
have one tab group for your work, another for an upcoming trip, 
and a third for research for something you’re looking to buy.

To work with tab groups, first open the tab switcher by tapping 
the tab icon or (if your tab bar is on the bottom) swiping up on 
the tab bar. Tap X Tabs, where X is how many tabs you have 
open, to reveal the Tab Groups menu. Then:

• To create a new tab group, tap New Empty Tab Group, give it a 

name, and tap Save. You can also tap New Tab Group from X 
Tabs to create a tab group from the tabs you currently have 
open.
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• To switch to a different tab group, tap it in the Tab Groups 
menu.


• To delete a tab group, swipe left on it to reveal a delete icon.


If you regularly use Private Browsing to prevent Safari from 
remembering anything about your browsing session, note that 
you now access it like any other tab group—it’s called Private in 
the Tab Groups menu.

The Tag Group interface is similar on the iPad, though the tab 
icon has changed to better represent the tab switcher interface 
there. You can also access Tab Groups from the sidebar.

Personally, I find Tab Groups a bit confusing, at least on the 
iPhone, since I often switch between projects and don’t 
remember to switch to the appropriate tab group first. Then I lose 
track of even more tabs than I used to because they’re tucked 
away in some other tab group. Tab groups do sync among your 
Apple devices, so it’s possible that they would work better for me 
if I browsed with Safari on the Mac (see “Safari 15,” 21 

September 2021), which adds Tab Groups to Safari in macOS 11 
Big Sur and 10.15 Catalina).


Tab Grid 
Another nice new change in iOS 15 is that Safari now formats its 
tab switcher as a grid instead of a card stack, just like on the 
iPad. The grid makes it much easier to see which tabs are open, 
plus you can press and hold a tab to move it around. You can 
swipe tabs to the left to close them or tap the somewhat 
obscured X button, which Apple oddly put in the upper-right 
corner like Windows. It would have made more sense to mimic 
the offset upper-left corner approach used when deleting apps in 
the App Library.


Left: Safari’s tab stack in iOS 14. Right: Safari’s tab grid in iOS 15. 
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Want to close all open tabs so you can start fresh with Tab 
Groups? Press and hold the Done text label to reveal the secret 
option. Why Apple hid it there is baffling, and there’s zero 
indication that “Done” would have any secondary function.


Shared With You 
Have you ever dug through a Messages thread trying to find an 
article someone sent you? Shared with You, a new feature in 
some of Apple’s built-in apps, corrals these links so you can 
access them all in one place.

On both iOS 15 and iPadOS 15, you can get to Shared with You 
from Safari’s start page, which you see whenever you create a 
new tab or tap in the tab bar. (You may have to scroll down to 
see it, under the Favorites and Frequently Visited collections.) 
Tap Show All next to Shared with You to see all the links. On the 
iPad, you can also find Shared with You in the sidebar. (At least in 
theory—it doesn’t appear on Adam’s iPad Pro running iPadOS 
15, even after I explicitly sent him a link that does appear in 
Shared with You on his iPhone 11 Pro running iOS 15.)


Other Features 
Those are the most significant new features, but Apple also 
added some smaller features that are less likely to impact your 
everyday usage:


• Customizable start page: I describe how to edit the start page 
in detail in Take Control of iOS 15 and iPadOS 15, but in short: 
create a new tab, scroll down to the bottom of the start page, 
and tap the Edit button.


• Pull to refresh: Loren Brichter introduced the pull-to-refresh 
gesture in Tweetie over a decade ago, and it has become a 
standard iOS convention since, used even in some Apple apps. 
Apple has finally integrated it into Safari. When you’re at the 
top of a Web page, pull down on the page to reload it. This 
gesture is why Apple initially hid the refresh button in earlier 
betas.


• HTTPS upgrade: If you visit a website that supports encrypted 
HTTPS but is also loading insecure content over unencrypted 
HTTP, Safari will now ensure that you connect to it over HTTPS 
so your entire connection is secure. This feature emulates the 
Electronic Frontier Foundation’s HTTPS Everywhere browser 
extension and really should be the default for every Web 
browser, as it is for Brave and Firefox.


• Web extensions: Safari in iOS and iPadOS finally supports full 
Web extensions just like on the Mac. Extensions may or may 
not be a big deal for you, but they add essential features for 
some people, so I’ll explore that topic in-depth in another 
article.


In the end, the new version of Safari in iOS 15 and iPadOS 15 
offers numerous changes, many welcome, some less so. It’s 
clear that Apple wanted to make even more sweeping interface 
adjustments but moved too far in the direction of condensing 
and hiding controls. Luckily, options let you reverse most of the 
major interface changes if you don’t find them helpful.

What do you think? Which of these features and interface tweaks 
improve your Safari experience? What would you like to see 
Apple do in the future to make it even better? 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Stephen Shankland posted the following article to cnet.com on 
October 19, 2021. cutt.ly/QRxA4Dc. © CBS Interactive Inc. He 
has been a reporter at CNET since 1998. He has a particular 
focus on web browsers and digital photography, but also covers 
new technology coming into view. 

M1 Pro and M1 Max: Here's How Apple 
Is Kicking Intel Out of the Mac Computer 
Apple's new, upgraded M1 chips give MacBook Pro a power 
boost. 

By Stephen Shankland 

Apple's M1 Max processor supports 64GB of memory. 
Apple on Monday revealed its M1 Pro and M1 Max processors, 
giving us a look at its highest-end chips so far and the brains 
inside its redesigned MacBook Pro, which comes in 14-inch and 
16-inch models. The chips present a new threat to Intel's 
decades of PC processor dominance, thanks to more computing 
cores compared to older M1 chips.

Apple debuted its M1 in 2020 with new MacBook Air and 13-inch 
MacBook Pro laptops and added the chip to new iPad Pro 

tablets and iMac all-in-one PCs in 2021. The M1 chip offered a 
winning combination of performance and battery life, but Apple 
now is making the case that its processors also are suited for 
customers like photographers, video editors and developers who 
need a lot more horsepower.


Apple Reveals M1 Pro Chip 
https://www.cnet.com/videos/apple-reveals-m1-pro-chip/

03:20

The new chips are behemoths in the processor world. The M1 
Pro has 33.7 billion transistors, the core circuitry element 
fundamental to all chips, and the M1 Max has 57 billion. They 
both employ a beefier version of the M1's unified memory 
architecture, with the M1 Pro reaching 32GB and the M1 Pro Max 
reaching 64GB.

The M1 Pro has 10 central processing unit cores and 16 graphics 
processing unit cores, though lower-end MacBook Pros come 
only with eight CPU cores and 14 GPU cores. The M1 Max has 
10 CPU cores and 32 GPU cores. The chips have eight high-
performance cores for important jobs and two efficiency cores 
for background tasks.

The 14-inch MacBook Pro, which starts at $1,999 (£1,899, 
AU$2,999), comes with the M1 Pro chip. The 16-inch model, 
which starts at $2,499 (£2,399, AU$3,749), is available with either 
chip.

It's relatively easy to make a powerful processor, but it's hard to 
make one that's efficient in energy consumption. Apple touted its 
new M1 Pro and Max as strong here, too, with 17- and 21-hour 
battery life, respectively, for watching video. Using Adobe's 
Lightroom Classic photo editing software, battery life is twice as 
long compared with Intel-based MacBook Pros.
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Apple Unveils M1 Max Chip 
https://www.cnet.com/videos/apple-unveils-m1-max-chip/

04:16

The M1 Pro and M1 Max enable Apple to leave Intel behind for a 
broader swath of Macs. Apple's first Intel-powered Macs 
shipped in 2006. When Apple announced the M1 in 2020, it said 
it would take two years to push Intel chips out of its Macs. To 
smooth the transition, the M-series chips can translate software 
written for Intel chips, and Apple promised five years of software 
updates for Intel-based Macs.

Apple revealed the chips at an online MacBook Pro launch event. 
Although iPhones have eclipsed Macs as Apple's most profitable 
products, the computers remain an important part of the 
company's business. MacBook Pro models in particular are 
geared for customers willing to spend thousands of dollars for a 
premium laptop.

Compared with its 16-inch MacBook Pro with a high-end Intel 
Core i9 processor, Apple's 16-inch MacBook Pros with M1 Pro or 
M1 Max chips are twice as fast in CPU performance, Apple said. 
In graphics speed, the M1 Pro laptops are two and a half times 
faster and the M1 Max laptops are four times faster, Apple said.


Faster AI, Too 
And in AI tasks, which use machine learning techniques for jobs 
like recognizing faces in photos or converting speech to text, the 
M1 chips are five times faster than the Intel i9 machine. Apple 
didn't disclose which benchmarks it used for the tests.

Apple for several years has steadily improved AI accelerators it's 
built into its A-series chips for iPhones and iPads and brought 
that to its M-series chips, too. Intel, which has suffered from 
years of difficulties improving its manufacturing processes, has 
been slower to add AI accelerators.


It makes a big difference. On Adobe's Super Resolution feature, 
which uses AI to double photo sizes in Photoshop and 
Lightroom, Apple's AI hardware doubles speed and power 
efficiency on M1-based Macs, spokesman Roman Skuratovsky 
said. And with MacOS Monterey, new AI support makes 
Photoshop's Neural Filter features 10 times faster.

Compared to the M1, the M1 Pro's CPU performance is 70% 
faster and GPU performance is 100% faster. The M1 Max, which 
has a faster internal data transfer system and memory interface. 

Like its M1 processor, the M1 Pro and M1 Max are built using a 
5-nanometer manufacturing process. They're members of the 
Arm family of chips used to power every smartphone and many 
other devices. Apple uses Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing 
Co. to build its chips.

Other changes coming to the MacBook Pro include camera 
enhancements, the death of the Touch Bar, the return of MagSafe 
charging and an HDMI port, and the addition of a notch. Along 
with the new laptops and chips, Apple announced the AirPods 3 
(here's how to buy them), a new Apple Music "Voice" Plan and 
new HomePod Mini colors. 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Jason Cipriani posted the following article to zdnet.com on 
October 8, 2021. cutt.ly/oE2xvYh. © CBS Interactive. He has 
been covering mobile technology news and reviewing the latest 
gadgets for the last six years. His work can also be found on 
sister site CNET and across several more online publications. 

iPhone 13 Review: Good Enough To Be 
the Best 
By Jason Cipriani 

PROS 

✓Strong performance

✓Reliable camera

✓Long battery life

CONS 
✕No telephoto camera


After testing the iPhone 13 Pro and iPhone 13 Pro Max, it's clear 
that both models are the best iPhones available right now. But 
they're also the most expensive, with prices starting at $999 and 
$1,099, respectively. 

Filling in the rest of Apple's 2021 smartphone lineup is the $799 
iPhone 13 and $699 iPhone 13 Mini. Both phones offer a similar 
experience to their more expensive counterparts, saving users 
some money in the process. 

I've been testing the iPhone 13 and 13 Mini for the last week, and 
it's clear to me that both options are worth every penny. (The 
majority of my testing was done on the iPhone 13.)

Exactly what are you missing out on, and does it really matter at 
the end of the day? Below, I answer those questions, plus many 
more. 


The iPhone 13 and iPhone 13 Mini.  
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Design 
The iPhone 13 and 13 Mini look similar to the Pro models but 
have a few differences. They both have an aluminum housing 
instead of stainless steel and five bright color options. There's 
Product(RED), starlight (an off-white color), midnight (black), pink 
and blue. 

The Pro models have a matte-like finish to their color options, but 
the standard iPhone 13 models are the exact opposite. They're 
bright and glossy. I prefer these color options over the Pro 
models, especially the blue color. It looks fantastic. 

On the back is a new camera lens arrangement. Not only are the 
lenses much bigger than last year's model, but they're also 
arranged differently. Instead of being vertically stacked, the 
lenses now are now staggered. 

The flat edge design we saw Apple switch to with the launch of 
the iPhone 12 last year remains. On the right edge of the iPhone 
13 and 13 Mini, you'll find the power button, or side button, as 
Apple calls it. On the left side are the mute switch and the 
volume up/down keys, as well as the SIM card tray. 

Apple's tried and true, if not outdated, the Lightning port is still 
present on the bottom of the phone. My feelings about switching 
from Lightning to USB-C for the iPhone 13 and 13 Mini aren't as 
strong as they are for the Pro models, but one has to think that 
some sort of switch is in the works. 

The notch that holds where the True Depth Camera system that 
powers Face ID is housed has shrunk just a bit. It's not as wide 
as it was in previous models, but it is slightly taller. 

The iPhone 13 has a 6.1-inch display, while the iPhone 13 Mini 
keeps its 5.4-inch screen. 

Both sizes feel great in the hand, with the smaller option being 
the easiest to use one-handed at all times. Even the iPhone 13 is 
comfortable to use with a single hand. 


The iPhone 13 and iPhone 13 Mini have new camera 
arrangements.  

Performance, Camera and Battery 
Things get interesting when it comes to performance and the 
overall experience of the iPhone 13 or 13 Mini. On the inside, the 
phones are practically identical to the Pro models, save for a 
smaller battery in the Mini. They both feature the same A15 
Bionic processor, 5G connectivity, and a brighter OLED display. 

The change in display brightness is most noticeable when using 
the phone outside -- it's much easier to see what's on the 
screen. The iPhone 13 models aren't equipped with ProMotion, a 
feature that debuted on the iPhone 13 Pro and iPhone 13 Pro 
Max this year. ProMotion is a fancy name Apple gave its variable 
refresh rate display tech. The screen on the Pro's can go 
anywhere from 10Hz to 120Hz based on what you're doing on 
the phone. It's a subtle but noticeable feature but not a must-
have. 

I noticed a difference in the display for the first day or so after 
switching from the iPhone 13 Pro Max to the iPhone 13 for 
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testing. But after that initial adjustment, I've had nothing but a 
good experience with the screen on either 13 models. 

Another area where the iPhone 13 differs from the iPhone 13 Pro 
is the rear cameras. The iPhone 13 has two 12-megapixel 
cameras, while the Pro has three. 

There's a wide camera, which is the main camera you'll likely 
take most of your photos and videos with. Then there's the ultra-
wide camera that allows you to zoom out on an image or during 
a video without having to move physically. The lack of the third 
camera, a telephoto lens to zoom in, was something I didn't think 
would matter all that much in my daily use, but I was wrong. I 
missed the telephoto lens. The ultra-wide camera offers 2x 
optical zoom out, while the main wide camera adds 5x digital 
zoom. 

My favorite part about the camera set up on the iPhone 13 and 
13 Mini, however, is the fact that both phones have the same 
Cinematic Mode for recording video as the Pro models. Normally 
a feature like that is something Apple reserves for the more 
expensive and presumably more capable iPhone models. 

In the camera app, there's now a Cinematic Mode option. When 
selected, you can record a video that adds a blurry background 
or foreground effect. It's something that we've all seen in movies, 
and up until now, it has been really difficult to recreate on a 
smartphone. 

Here's a short clip I made in my office with the iPhone 13 just this 
morning. Notice how the focus shifts from the drone in the 
foreground to the drone in the background, and vice versa? 
That's Cinematic Mode. 

I haven't noticed any difference in performance between the Pro 
and non-Pro models. That is, Cinematic Mode still works really 
well in an environment with plenty of light and struggles in low-
light environments. 


Outside of missing the telephoto camera on the iPhone 13 and 
iPhone 13 Mini, the camera experience has been on par with the 
Pro models. The decision to integrate Cinematic Mode across all 
four models is something I'm still surprised was made, but I'm all 
about it. 

This year, Apple touted improved battery life for all four iPhone 
13 models, and my experience matches that. The iPhone 13 has 
enough power to get through a full day of use, and the Mini gets 
close. Last year, I failed to get past 7 pm before the  iPhone 12 
Mini was depleted. The 13 Mini goes an hour or two beyond that 
before calling it quits. 

The base storage has doubled this year, with 128GB being the 
lowest you can get for the starting price. You can bump up the 
storage to 256GB or 512GB if you need more space. 


Bottom Line 
After testing all four iPhone 13 models, it's clear to me that the 
standard iPhone 13 is good enough to be the best option for 
most people. It's affordable and has the same performance, 
battery life and camera features as its Pro equivalent. 

If you have an iPhone 12, there's not a whole lot of incentive to 
rush out and pick up an iPhone 13. For everyone else, the iPhone 
13 is a worthy upgrade or first iPhone. 

You can order the iPhone 13 or iPhone 13 Mini right now, but be 
prepared to wait. All models are currently shipping in a couple of 
weeks. 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Mark Ellis posted the following article to markellisreviews.com on 
September 15, 2021. cutt.ly/7RxDWo6. © MarkEllis Reviews. He 
is a UK-based freelance marketer, podcaster and blogger. 

My 3 Highlights From the iPhone 13 
Event 
They’re probably not what you expect 

By Mark Ellis 
I know, I know. I’ve been a bit grumpy about Apple recently.

This is for two reasons. Firstly, I’m a big fan of their products, 
ethos, and mystique. Secondly, I love helping people buy the 
right Apple gear (it’s expensive, after all, and no one wants to 
encounter buyer’s remorse).

It therefore bothers me when Apple’s approach to product design 
and development either alienates huge swathes of its audience 
or is just downright obnoxious.

Yesterday was different. During an event that I felt I was covering 
just for the sake of it, Apple made three wonderful leaps forward, 
and they completely took me by surprise.


These are my top three announcements from yesterday’s 
California Streaming event.


The New Cheapo iPad (No, Really) 
Up until yesterday, this year’s iPad releases have been seriously 
uninspiring. Adding an M1 chip to the iPad Pro lineup resulted in 
nothing more than an opportunity missed when Apple failed to 
deliver a single pro app that could take advantage of that power.

Why, then, am I so excited about the cheapest, most ‘old-
fashioned’ iPad you can buy? Well, we learned yesterday that the 
regular iPad (you know, the one with the big bezels and home 
button) is Apple’s most popular iPad. And I’m not at all surprised.

It costs just $329 ($299 for schools). If, like many people, you 
have zero interest in the latest, greatest tech of which you’ll never 
take advantage or benefit from on a daily basis, this is the best 
iPad money can buy — hands-down.

Yesterday, it was given an A13 Bionic chip, True Tone screen, 
64GB base storage, and an ultra-wide front camera with Center 
Stage. Combine all of that with the fact it supports the first-
generation Apple Pencil and keyboard folio case, and this is one 
hell of a device.

I have an 8th generation iPad in the studio and I use it all of the 
time. The fact it lacks the fancy trinkets and design of the iPad 
Air 4 and iPad Pros is completely irrelevant. It gets the job done 
brilliantly.

Anything that provides a cost-effective route into the iPadOS 
ecosystem is a wonderful thing.


The new iPad mIni (fInally!) 
Back in April, I expressed my disappointment with Apple’s 
seeming inability to move forward with the iPad mini design.

Back then, all rumours appeared to point towards the fact that 
we were going to see a new iPad mini, albeit with the exact same 
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design as the outgoing model. It seemed like such a missed 
opportunity to finally do something with that wonderful form 
factor.

Those rumours turned out to be completely bogus. Which, 
incidentally, was a theme running throughout yesterday’s event; 
are the days of Jon Prosser and his increasingly desperate 
attempts to deliver a barnstorming early product reveal coming 
to an end?

Regardless, the new iPad mini looks superb. It is everything I’ve 
wanted for quite some time.

The new design follows the iPad Pro with rounded corners and 
smaller bezels, and, just like the iPad Air 4, Touch ID has been 
relocated to the power button.

It is essentially just a smaller iPad Air. Which is a very good thing 
indeed.

It also gains the wide-angle front camera and Center Stage 
capability (which became something of a recurring theme at 
yesterday’s event), but the real story lies within its compatibility 
with the second-generation Apple Pencil.

This is what I’ve been waiting for. The Apple Pencil is a useful 
tool for photo editing on the 12.9" iPad Pro and not a bad 
companion for the iPad Air 4. But I’ve long yearned for a proper 
notepad-sized digital device, and the combination of the new 
iPad mini and the second-generation Apple Pencil looks perfect.

Mine is on pre-order. Expect a full unboxing, followed by a 
review, and then lots more stuff about how wonderful it is. 
Hopefully.

Cinematic mode (for one specific reason) 
I’m a bit obsessed with rack focusing. It’s something I always 
look for while watching movies and TV, and I’m always marvelling 
at the accuracy of talented focus pullers.


If you don’t know what focus racking is, trust me — you see it all 
of the time whenever you’re watching anything. It’s a camera 
technique where focus is shifted from a foreground element to 
something in the background (or vice-versa). It’s also used less 
obviously when subjects move towards a fixed camera and 
remain in sharp focus.

I’m getting into the weeds now — sorry. But rack focus played a 
huge role in the Apple event yesterday. It was used copiously in 
their product videos and even made the grade as a brand-new 
iPhone 13 feature.

Dubbed ‘cinematic mode’, this delivers rack-focussing 
capabilities to iPhone users. Available in both manual form (via 
what looks like a delightfully simple user interface), and a 
computationally-powered automatic mode.

The latter is particularly impressive. Using machine learning 
(which appears to be used for everything these days), every 
model of the iPhone 13 is capable of preempting when subjects 
will enter the frame in order to quickly lock focus, and, if the 
foreground subject turns their head, it’ll even shift focus 
automatically to whatever — or whoever — is behind them.

Super smart. Pointless for vast swathes of the population, but 
really cool, nonetheless.

Cinematic mode is part of Apple’s continued desire to add as 
much depth to both photos and video footage as possible. In 
doing so, the resulting image appears more ‘professional’, and as 
though it has been shot with some expensive glass and a big 
camera body.

Therefore, the reason this has made my list is because I think it’s 
an exciting step forward for a very specific audience: YouTube 
creators.

Computational photography continues to make incredible strides 
forward, and I think cinematic mode will put a huge smile on the 
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face of YouTubers who don’t want to invest thousands in a 
camera body and lens setup.

With the regular iPhone 13 offering these new video features, it’s 
now possible to grab yourself a super-capable, relatively low-
cost camera that’ll help you launch a YouTube channel quickly 
and with superb production values.

More of this please, Apple.


Glenn Fleishman posted the following article to tidbits.com on 
September 21, 2021. cutt.ly/GE1iVio. © TidBITS Publishing Inc. 
He is a senior contributor to Macworld and a contributor editor at 
TidBits. He appears regularly on public radio to discuss the tech 
industry. 

How You Can Lose a File Despite Three 
Layers of Backup (and How To Avoid It) 
By Glenn Fleishman 
I have preached the gospel of file backups for decades, from 
floppies through digital tape systems to today’s local and cloud-
based systems for continuous archiving of even the tiniest 
changes to files. Color me a rainbow for how surprised I was a 
few days ago when I found I had permanently lost the original 
form of a file that a colleague had shared with me 45 days earlier. 
And it was my own fault.


How To Lose Data in 45 Days 
Reader, I have not one, not two, but three continuous archiving 
systems deployed:


• Dropbox: I store nearly all my active documents in Dropbox for 
up-to-the-second uploads of the slightest change.


• Time Machine: Although I came late to the party after years of 
dubious feelings about its reliability, I eventually added Time 
Machine backups to my home network. I was glad I did when 
Time Machine helped recover from two disasters in the last 
year.


• Backblaze: A stalwart secure cloud-hosted backup provider, 
Backblaze has rescued several terabytes of data for me over 
the years. I count on it to keep a deep archive of both current 
files and those I’ve changed and deleted.


So how did I manage to lose data despite these three backup 
systems? My colleague shared the file with me by adding it to a 
shared Dropbox folder. It synced properly in Dropbox since it 
was copied to my computer. But then I worked on it right away, 
causing both Backblaze and Time Machine to back up only the 
version I had edited heavily, not the original.

I have Backblaze set to archive continuously, but it does take 
some amount of time to recognize new or changed files. As its 
support document notes:


We designed Backblaze to be lightweight, so it might take 2 
hours to reflect new numbers and find your new files. The 
reason it takes 2 hours is that Backblaze runs VERY SLOWLY 
on purpose to try to keep the load off your CPU and disk. The 
result is that it can take up to 2 hours to detect any new files, 
or new hard drives, or if a file has changed, or a configuration 
has changed. 

Apple schedules Time Machine to run every hour, and Time 
Machine also tries to keep your Mac from being overloaded. 
Either I’d modified the file before Time Machine copied it to a 
drive, or it may have backed up the original but deleted it later to 
recover space on the backup drive.

You see, a salient fact here is that when I needed the original 
version of the file, 45 days had elapsed from when my colleague 
first uploaded the original version. I pay Backblaze for its 
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Extended Version History option on my office Mac, which gives 
me a year of depth, but given the original version wasn’t 
captured, that didn’t help.

Time Machine makes hourly snapshots but then prunes them as 
time passes. As Apple explains it:


After you connect the storage device and select it as your 
backup disk, Time Machine automatically makes hourly 
backups for the past 24 hours, daily backups for the past 
month, and weekly backups for all previous months. 

That explanation is a little backward: Time Machine drops hourly 
snapshots over time on a rolling basis. It retains no more than the 
24 most recent hourly backups, one per day for the previous 
month, and then one per week before that unless it has to start 
deleting the oldest versions for space reasons. There’s no easy 
way to know what versions it might have pruned. Regardless, the 
file I wanted wasn’t available in Time Machine’s backup.

But let’s circle back to Dropbox. The file was still in Dropbox; 
couldn’t I just pull up an older version? Dropbox maintains older 
versions of files, but only for 30 days. However, I was paying for 
Dropbox’s Extended Version History Add-On!

Or at least I thought I was. For many years, I had paid for that 
option—known as Packrat before the marketing folks got to it. 
But during the pandemic, I opted to upgrade from Dropbox Plus 
to Dropbox Family when my spouse needed more space than the 
free tier Dropbox provides plus some extra storage she’d earned 
through referrals years ago. The Plus and Family plans both offer 
2 TB of storage, and I was consuming only a fraction of my Plus 
plan’s storage. Plus costs $11.99 per month ($119.98 annually), 
and Family is $19.99 per month ($239.88). Up to six users can 
join a Family plan, making the upgrade a good deal for us.

What I hadn’t noticed or brushed off when I upgraded is that the 
Family plan has no option for Extended Version History. Drat.


A Safer Approach 
What should I have done? The same technique we’ve employed 
for decades at TidBITS and Take Control: use folders and file-
naming conventions to create a clear version path that doesn’t 
depend on local or cloud-based archiving systems.

Instead of opening a file and modifying it directly, first make a 
copy with an incremented number in its name, and work on that 
version. Put the previous version in a folder labeled “Old” (nested 
in a folder with a name that’s more descriptive), and you’re 
golden. I rely on this technique to manage nearly all my other 
files. In collaborative situations, we also employ a “Checked Out” 
folder and add our initials after the incremented version number 
to clarify who has modified the file.

(One extra tip: despite my long history with the Mac, I had 
missed the fact that the Finder sorts alphabetically and 
numerically when punctuation is involved, meaning you don’t 
need to add leading zeroes. In other words, I learned only 
recently that a file whose name contains 1.1-9-gf will sort 
correctly after a similarly named file that contains 1.1-8-gf and 
before one that contains 1.1-10-gf. Neat, eh? TidBITS wrote 
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about this problem—and the  solution that eventually made its 
way into the Finder—25 years ago in “The Natural Order of 
Things,” 3 February 1997.)

This system gives you an extra set of supports on top of the belt, 
suspenders, and duct tape you already have holding up your 
trousers. If something goes terribly wrong, you typically have a 
deep well of backups and likely versions of current files. It’s hard 
to lose work entirely this way and nearly impossible to lose much 
work.

One slip-up in a life of blameless file management, and that’s 
where I found myself.

Fortunately, my colleague managed versioning better and was 
able to send me the unmodified original a few hours after I had 
come up empty while poring through my archiving systems. And 
I’ve learned a lesson: archive-based file versioning may be fine, 
but there’s no shame in relying on old-fashioned manual 
versioning to back up your backup.


The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on September 
16, 2021 .cutt.ly/tRo2iv3. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips 
and good info. Editor - Images not included. 

How to Add & Delete Calendars on Mac 
Did you know that you can have multiple calendars, for different 
purposes? The Mac Calendar app makes it easy to help manage 
your schedule by adding and deleting calendars.

The native Calendar app on macOS (and iOS too for that matter) 
allows you to create multiple calendars, this may come in handy 
for people who are looking to keep their professional and private 
lives separate. Using a separate calendar for work and personal 
use makes it much easier to manage all your scheduled events 

and keep those aspects of your life separate. And of course if 
you no longer need a specific calendar, you can delete or even 
merge the unwanted or duplicate calendars. This article will 
review how to use more than a single calendar on a Mac.


How To Add Calendars on Mac 
Adding an additional calendar and using it for a different purpose 
is pretty simple on macOS.

1.  Launch the stock Calendar app on your Mac from the Dock.

2.  Make sure the Calendar app is the active window and click on 
“File” from the menu bar.

3.  Next, click on “New Calendar” from the dropdown menu to 
proceed.

4.  This will create a new calendar and it will show up in the 
Calendar List on the left pane as indicated in the screenshot 
below. You can give it any name you prefer.

5.  This step is for the users who cannot see the Calendar List. 
Click on View from the menu bar and choose “Show Calendar 
List” from the dropdown menu and it’ll show up in the app.

That’s it. You now have multiple calendars for different purposes.
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How to Delete Calendars on Mac 
Deleting an existing calendar from your Mac is just as easy.

1.  Select the calendar you want to delete from the Calendar List 
and then click on “Edit” from the menu bar. Next, choose 
“Delete” from the dropdown menu.

2. Now, just click on “Delete when you’re prompted to confirm 
your action and you’re done.

Removing unwanted calendars is just as easy.

This is only one way of deleting calendars on your Mac. 
Alternatively, you can right-click or Control-click on a calendar 
from the Calendar List to access the same delete option, which is 
a slightly quicker way to get it done. Likewise, you can quickly 
create a new calendar using the keyboard shortcut 
Option+Command+N.

Deleting a calendar will result in permanent removal of all the 
events stored in that calendar. If you have any important event in 
a calendar you want to remove, you can move them by merging 
two calendars on your Mac. This allows you to keep all your 
events while removing the unwanted or duplicate calendar at the 
same.

If you mainly use the Calendar app for managing your work 
schedule and meetings, you may also be interested in learning 
how to hide holidays from your calendar, as many are included 
that may not apply to you or your schedule.

This obviously focuses on the Mac, but you can also add and 
delete calendars on iPhone and iPad too if you want to do it from 
the mobile side of things.

And now you know how to use multiple calendars in the stock 
Calendar app for Mac. Do you use multiple calendars? Will you 
after learning how this trick works? Let us know your thoughts 
and experiences.
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Mark Ellis posted the following article to markellisreviews.com on 
August 6, 2021. cutt.ly/WRxbV3U. © MarkEllis Reviews. He is a 
UK-based freelance marketer, podcaster and blogger. 

5 Tips for Making the Most of Safari on 
macOS 
By Mark Ellis 

In the battle of the web browser, there has been one clear winner 
for many years.

With over 65% of the worldwide browser market share Google 
Chrome reigns king.

I don’t understand this. I never have.

Unless you’re using a Chromebook, you have to actively install 
Chrome on your device, which means the vast majority of people 
are doing so at will. Why don’t they use the browser included 
with their computer? After all, you can guarantee that’s what they 
do on their smartphone.

My suspicion that these users are missing a trick was confirmed 
this week when I began using my Surface Laptop 4. Microsoft’s 

Edge browser seems fast, stable and feature-packed. Why would 
you bother wasting time installing Chrome instead?

Anyway – enough of the Chrome bashing (I like it, too, for what 
it’s worth). Here are some handy Safari tips for anyone who 
wants to make the most of the best web browser for Macs.


1. Pinning Tabs 
I use Notion all of the time. It practically runs my business and 
keeps my brain in check.

I also tend to stick with the web version, rather than their native 
app, which is why I pin it as a tab in Safari.

You do this simply by right-clicking on the tab and selecting Pin 
Tab. This pops it over to the left-hand side of the browser where 
it remains ever-present.

I only pin Notion these days, but I’d recommend pinning any web 
app or website that you use regularly – it’s a big time saver.

A word of warning, though. I’m not entirely sure how Safari 
handles pinned tabs when you first open the browser. Whether or 
not they load in the background is anyone’s guess, but I’ve had 
instances where pinned tabs consume buckets of system 
resources. Therefore, if you experience poor performance or 
battery life, check your pinned tabs for the ‘significant resources’ 
message and unpin!


2. Side-By-Side 
Fed up with switching between two Safari tabs?

For instance, if you’re working on a blog post on one tab and 
referring to research material on another, it can be a real pain 
switching between the two. Unlike Windows, you can’t ‘alt+tab’ 
between browser windows, either, which means manually 
clicking between them is the only option.

Or is it?
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Good news: you might not be aware that you can (relatively) 
quickly create a side-by-side view of two Safari tabs in 
macOS. To do so, simply click one of the tabs in the Tab Bar and 
drag it away from the tab bar. This will release it, enabling you to 
long-press the green window resize button (top-left), and choose 
to place it on either the left or right of the screen, followed by the 
other tab on the opposite side.

Nope, it’s not quite as quick as iPadOS or Windows (both of 
which automatically create the side-by-side view when you move 
the tab to the left or right edge of the screen), but useful, 
nonetheless.


3. Reader View: A Hidden Gem 
Some web pages are noisy. Whether it’s a multitude of ads, poor 
user interface design or just far too much content surrounding 
what you’re interested in, it’s often hard to remain focused.

To get rid of that noise and focus on the good stuff, I’d 
recommend trying Safari’s Reader View.  This has existed for a 
number of years, but it isn’t obvious (and it looks like it’s about to 
get even less obvious come macOS Monterey). To access 
Reader View, look for the little ‘paper’ icon to the left of the web 
address.

It won’t be available for every website, but most blogs and news 
articles should be compatible with Reader View. Click it, and 
Safari will strip out everything but the article’s words and in-line 
imagery.  This makes reading stuff on the web so much easier 
and is particularly useful when researching stuff or simply 
devouring your favourite blogger’s work.


4. Turn on Keychain 
I won’t labour the point with this – I wrote about it recently – but 
Keychain is the best password manager if you’re welded into the 
Apple ecosystem.


If you haven’t turned it on yet, please do so, because Safari 
benefits most handsomely from the ability to quickly recall your 
passwords and credit card details.

Of all the Safari tips I’ve offered today, this is by far the biggest 
time saver for me.


5. Use Handoff With Your iPhone 
There are some serious benefits to being an Apple Sheep. One of 
them is Handoff.

If you’re not aware, Handoff provides a range of tools for Apple 
users that make sharing content between devices super-easy 
and convenient.

When it comes to Safari, this primarily extends to moving 
websites viewed on one device to another device without any 
form of copy-and-paste. So, if you find something useful on 
Safari on your iPhone and want to view the same web page on 
your Mac, there’s a nifty little trick you can employ.

With the webpage open on your iPhone and your Mac nearby, 
look for the new Safari icon in the dock (it usually appears to the 
far right). The Safari logo will be accompanied by a little iPhone 
icon, and will say Safari from iPhone when you hover your mouse 
pointer over it.

Click that, and you’re transported immediately to said webpage.

Thanks, Tim. Baaaaaa. 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Mark Ellis posted the following article to markellisreviews.com on 
June 6, 2021.cutt.ly/VRavqPV. © xxxxx. He is a UK-based 
freelance marketer, podcaster and blogger. 

The Best Password Manager Is Right 
Under Your Nose 
By Mark Ellis 
I’ve mentioned several times in the past that I love to give indie 
developers money. But, recently, I’ve been singing the praises of 
Apple’s own stock apps.

This makes me feel a little uncomfortable, I’ll admit. But there are 
two reasons I’ll sometimes turn to Apple’s stuff rather than third-
party apps and services.

The first is simple. No, literally simple.

Take Notes, for instance.  I need a simple note-taking app, and 
Notes fits the bill better than any other app I’ve used for that 
purpose.

Then, there’s the impact on the battery life of my M1 MacBook 
Air. If I stick with as many stock Apple apps as possible, it 
performs to the lofty standards first indicated by reviewers (me 
included). Slap a few third-party apps into the mix, and it’ll drain 
quicker – because they’re not made by Apple. Simple.

Today, I want to talk about password management and why, if 
you’re welded into the Apple ecosystem, I can’t think of a single 
reason you’d stray from iCloud Keychain.


I Hate Passwords 
We all do, right? They’re vitally important and need handling with 
care. They’re also a gateway to some of our most personal, 
treasured details. In the wrong hands, they can cause untold 
havoc, distress and financial ruin.


But they’re an absolute pain in the arse, aren’t they? They need 
to be unique, long, random and contain a precise number of 
letters, symbols and numbers. Some need changing every six 
weeks, too.

Passwords feel archaic in a world where you can unlock your 
phone with nothing more than your face. The countless 
aforementioned best practices surrounding them are ham-fisted 
and do nothing more than highlight how inherently insecure 
passwords are. Alas, if you don’t follow the rules, there’s a high 
chance nasty people will get into your stuff.

But, just like that doctors visit you keep putting off, it’s far easier 
to use the same password for everything, isn’t it? And who says 
you can’t make a note of your iCloud password in the back of 
your journal, just for ease of access?

Sooner or later, your reluctance to head to the doctors is going to 
haunt you. It’s the same thing with passwords – and I speak from 
personal experience.

Thankfully, we now have access to countless ‘password 
managers’. But there’s an inherent problem with those tools. 
They need a password, too. And guess what? That password 
needs to be ridiculously secure and impossible to guess.

Feels like we’re travelling in circles, doesn’t it?

So, why on earth wouldn’t you use iCloud Keychain if you’re an 
Apple-only kinda person?


What Is iCloud Keychain? 
In typical Apple fashion, we’re told that  iCloud Keychain 
“remembers things”. But that’s exactly what it does. It’ll store 
usernames, WiFi passwords and credit card details in one of the 
most secure ways imaginable.
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It goes further, though. If you sign up for a new online service, it’ll 
suggest an ultra-secure password for you and even fill in the 
infuriating ‘re-enter password’ field, too.

iCloud Keychain isn’t as exciting as Universal Control or the 
forthcoming updates to FaceTime. But it does have more of an 
impact on my day than any other Apple service.

I’ve tried several third-party password managers including 
LastPass and 1Password, but they always feel a bit 
cumbersome. They require plugins, extensions and integrations 
to work on browsers and across your apps. That’s not the fault of 
the developers, and it’s frustrating that only Apple (obviously) has 
the keys to much tighter system integration. But that’s life.

By comparison, iCloud Keychain happily sits in the background, 
making password creation and management as simple as they 
should be. It’s effortless.

Granted – this is for Apple-only people. If you ever use any other 
kind of device, iCloud Keychain is next to useless. But that’s not 
an issue for me. It is easily Apple’s best system-wide feature for 
someone who uses Macs, iPads and an iPhone, daily.


The Killer Feature: Biometric Security 
The best thing about iCloud Keychain is the fact that it doesn’t 
require a master password.

Well, ok, it does (technically, that’s your device passcode or login 
password). But virtually every Apple device is now available with 
biometric security, which means I only need to show up with 
either my face or fingerprint in order to access my passwords, 
credit card details and WiFi logins.

There’s one exception to this rule, which always makes me feel 
slightly queasy, and that’s the two iMacs I own that don’t feature 
any form of biometric security. This means that once unlocked, 
anyone can technically access my logins for any number of 
websites, without knowledge of the password.


This is the case with certain third-party password managers, too. 
But it’s yet another reason it’s worth going for the Touch ID 
version of Apple’s Magic Keyboard if you’re buying a new 24” 
iMac.


Are We Heading for a Password-Less Future? 
Hopefully. A recent article on sixcolors.com reveals that a new 
standard known as ‘WebAuthn’  is slowly and quietly being rolled 
out among tech giants and some of the world’s biggest banks.

This essentially relies on public key infrastructure (PKI), rather 
than password entry. In iOS 15 and macOS Monterey, there’s 
something called ‘Passkeys’, which is Apple’s implementation of 
the new standard.

Intended for testing only at this stage, Passkeys is a part of 
iCloud Keychain which completely removes the need for a 
password. When signing up for a new service, you simply create 
a username, and the operating system will ask you to confirm the 
creation of the new account. This is done via Face ID, Touch ID 
or your passcode – but that’s it. The unique passkey for the 
service is then stored in iCloud Keychain securely with no need 
for you ever to recall it.

It’s the most logical step forward for iCloud Keychain and, finally, 
an indication that a password-less future isn’t that far off at all.

But, am I being unfair on third-party password managers? Let me 
know what you think in the comments.
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Josh Centers posted the following article to tidbits.com on 
October 13, 2021. cutt.ly/5ROrzAh. © TidBITS Publishing Inc. He 
is the managing editor of TidBITS, as well as a contributor to 
Macworld and Sweethome. 

Stop Grouping Reminders Notifications 
When I want to remind myself of something I need to do, I pick 
up my iPhone and tell Siri to nudge me at an appropriate 
moment. (“Hey Siri, remind me to crank the truck at 9 AM.”) 
When the clock strikes that time, the iPhone pings me with a 
notification, which also remains on the Lock screen until I 
complete or clear it.

(If some task needs to happen soon, but not at a specific time, I 
still schedule it for some time, like 9 AM, on the day I’m most 
likely to complete it. That way, the Lock screen notification 
reminds me of the task’s existence until I deal with it. If you don’t 
ask to be reminded at a particular time, you have to remember to 
find the task in Reminders itself, defeating the purpose of asking 
for a reminder.)

But lately, I’ve been missing a lot of important notifications.

The culprit was notification grouping, a feature introduced in iOS 
12 to stack notifications in Notification Center so more apps’ 
notifications could fit onscreen. Before that, a chatty Messages 
thread or Slack conversation could dominate the Lock screen, 
hiding more important notifications from Reminders and 
Calendar. That’s a worthy goal, but if I had more than one 
Reminders notification on a given day, I would have to tap the 
stack to see anything beyond the top one. That’s not difficult, but 
the stack prevented the Reminders notifications from serving 
their purpose of continuing to remind me of what I needed to 
accomplish.


Thankfully, you can turn off this feature for any app, including 
Reminders. Go to Settings > Notifications > Reminders > 
Notification Grouping (at the bottom of the screen) and choose 
Off. That prevents iOS from stacking your Reminders 
notifications, so you see each one individually.
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AI and Humans 
The Magic Lantern 
By Kathy Garges 

The problem of opacity in machine learning in artificial 
intelligence continues. What is happening inside the program that 
leads to its results? Without knowing this, we cannot be sure that 
results are accurate, are secure from sabotage, are safe for 
applications in health and self-driving cars, do not discriminate 
on the basis of race and gender, and preserve privacy.

Researchers have made progress along various paths to 
solutions, sometimes called Explainable AI (XAI). But just as 
often, progress seems to get bogged down in debates about 
public policy trade-offs (like higher accuracy that makes privacy 
leaks from training data more likely), AI theory, and even 
philosophy.

Near the beginning of Proust’s epic novel, the narrator 
remembers receiving the gift of a magic lantern as a young boy. 
The device was an early form of slide projector that used a room 
wall as a screen and simple mechanical works to advance the 
slides. He describes an effect that’s eerily like the infamous goat-
headed pillow, which was an early sign that the inner workings of 
machine learning image identification were suspect:

“If the lantern were moved I could still distinguish Golo’s horse 
advancing across the window-curtains, swelling out with their 
curves and diving into their folds. The body of Golo himself, 
being of the same supernatural substance as his steed’s, 
overcame all material obstacles—everything that seemed to bar 
his way—by taking each as it might be a skeleton and 
embodying it in himself: the door-handle, for instance, over 
which, adapting itself at once, would float invincibly his red cloak 

or his pale face, never losing its nobility or its melancholy, never 
shewing any sign of trouble at such a transubstantiation.”

How are researchers trying to get from the fantastical goat-
headed pillow or window-curtain horse to XAI? One seemingly-
obvious way that’s often omitted is to feed back real-world 
results to test and refine the machine learning program. 

Several research teams at Google recently reported 
underspecification as a likely culprit in much machine learning 
opacity. Underspecification occurs when machine learning 
programs could produce multiple models of equally-strong 
predictive value from the training process, but few or none work 
well in the real world. The possible solutions include a more 
defined training process focused on user application goals, and 
more real-world testing.

A team of University of Toronto engineers has reported a heat 
map method for revealing the salient features a machine learning 
program uses to identify visual images. The goal is to audit and 
understand machine learning programs once they are in use. The 
method produces a combined heat image from multiple internal 
layers of a program to produce a better explanation of its inner 
workings.

AI is having a greater impact on our lives. We need Explainable 
AI, not magic lantern fantasy.

Sources and additional information: 
Marcel Proust, trans. C. K. Scott Moncrieff and Terence Kilmartin, 
Swann’s Way (Random House 1981).

Birhanu Eshete, “Making machine learning trustworthy,” Science, 
August 13, 2021, bit.ly/2Y1g10w  

Boris Babic, et al., “Beware explanations from AI in health care,” 
Science, July 16, 2021,  bit.ly/3zNxuqf  

Karen Hao, “AI could make health care fairer—by helping us 
believe what patients say,” MIT Technology Review, January 22, 
2021,   bit.ly/3APwpjb  
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Alexander D’Amour, et al., “Underspecification Presents 
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November 24, 2020, bit.ly/3um3bpB  

Sam Sattarzadeh, et al., “Explaining Convolutional Neural 
Networks through Attribution-Based Input Sampling and Block-
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Daisuke Wakabayashi posted the following article to 
nytimes.com on October 29, 2021. cutt.ly/8RXL4qs. © The New 
York Times Company. He is a business reporter based in San 
Francisco, covering technology,  joining The Times in 2016l.


Apple’s Most Back-Ordered New 
Product Is Not What You Expect 
It’s a $19 cloth. 

By Daisuke Wakabayashi

OAKLAND, Calif — Apple this month unveiled an array of new 
gadgets: more powerful MacBook laptop computers, AirPod 
wireless headphones with longer battery life and HomePod Mini 
speakers in three more colors.

But a different and unheralded Apple release is garnering so 
much interest that it has become the company’s most back-
ordered new product: a $19, 6.3-by-6.3-inch cloth to wipe 
smudges and fingerprints off screens.

The cloth, imprinted with the Apple logo in the corner, is made 
with “soft, nonabrasive material” to clean the screens of iPhones, 
iPads and MacBooks “safely and effectively,” according to the 
product page. The listing adds that the Polishing Cloth — capital 
P, capital C — is “compatible” with 88 different Apple products. 
For most U.S. shoppers, shipment is delayed until Jan. 11, at the 
earliest.

Charging $19 for a piece of cloth about the size of two stacked 
dollar bills is bold even by Apple’s standards, a company whose 
legions of loyal customers are conditioned to stomach steep 
prices. An Apple-branded set of four wheels to “improve 
mobility” for the Mac Pro, the company’s most expensive 
desktop computer, is priced at $699, for instance.

But the Polishing Cloth stands out because it is far more 
expensive than widely available alternatives. MagicFiber, a 
popular brand of microfiber cloth that uses ultrafine fibers to 
clean glass without scratching the surface, offers a pack of six 
for $9 on Amazon.

“You have to give them credit for the chutzpah to charge $19,” 
Walter Gonzalez, president and founder of Goja, the parent 
company of MagicFiber, said of Apple.

Even so, the price has not stopped Apple fans from rushing to be 
early adopters.
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Albert Lee, 47, a director at a consulting firm in New York, said he 
bought the cloth at an Apple Store on Tuesday. He was picking 
up a new MacBook Pro, a high-end laptop computer, when the 
Polishing Cloth caught his eye. He bought four and then posted a 
picture of his bounty on Twitter.

“It’s just a point of sheer excess,” Mr. Lee acknowledged, calling 
the splurge an impulse buy of “the most elite cloth.” He added: “I 
just spent $4,000 on a laptop. What’s another $19?”

The cloth is imprinted with the Apple logo in one corner.Gabriela 
Bhaskar/The New York Times

Albert Lee, who recently bought four Polishing Cloths, called it 
“the most elite cloth.”Gabriela Bhaskar/The New York Times

On Twitter, the cloth has been fodder for jokes and even a parody 
account since Apple quietly put it on sale on Oct. 18. Later that 
week, when Tim Cook, Apple’s chief executive, posted a tweet 
promoting a new retail store in Turkey, Elon Musk, Tesla’s chief 
executive, needled him by replying, “Come see the Apple Cloth” 
with a trademark logo.

(Mr. Musk’s company is also not shy about testing the strength of 
its brand and the fealty of its customers. Tesla’s website offers a 
company-branded “handblown” decanter for $150 and a $60 
umbrella with an “ergonomically designed handle.”)

Technically, the cloth is not a new product. Apple had previously 
provided it free for customers who bought one of its high-end 
monitors, Pro Display XDR. The $5,999 display has a special type 
of glass that reduces glare, but may scratch if wiped with a 
conventional cloth. Apple said it designed its own cloth for that 
special glass and decided to sell the product separately when 
some customers asked to buy extras.

An Apple official said in an interview, based on the condition that 
The New York Times not quote or identify her, that the company 
was not surprised by the demand for the Polishing Cloth. The 
official said the cloth was very effective and had been designed 

to be special, including a custom light gray color. Apple said the 
cloth was made of a nonwoven microfiber but declined to 
elaborate.

Federico Viticci, editor in chief of MacStories, a website 
dedicated to Apple news and apps, said he initially thought the 
Polishing Cloth was a joke.

“I’ve been cleaning my iPhone screen and my iPad screen with 
the cloth that comes with my eyeglasses or my T-shirt, or a paper 
towel like normal people,” he said.

But Mr. Viticci, who is based in Italy, said he ended up buying the 
Polishing Cloth because “I kind of realized the meme potential 
here.” His tweets about the product have since gotten hundreds 
or thousands of likes and retweets, with subscribers to his site 
asking for exclusive cloth photos.

Patrick Tomasso, 32, a Toronto-based YouTube creator of tech 
and photography-related videos, said he also thought that Apple 
charging $25 Canadian dollars for the cloth was “ridiculous” 
since many tech products include a microfiber cloth free.

But when he noticed that it was not shipping until next year, he 
said he got a “bit of FOMO” — fear of missing out — and quickly 
snapped up two sheets from a nearby Apple store. As a spoof, 
Mr. Tomasso then made an “unboxing video” of himself opening 
the “most revolutionary Apple product.”

In the video, he noticed that the Polishing Cloth’s color looked 
different in person — more gray, less white — and that there was 
a big crease in the middle that might need to be ironed.

His assessment? It’s a nice cloth worth maybe $5.

“I probably would not buy it again but I like the fact that I own 
one,” Mr. Tomasso said. Then he paused and added, “But I hate 
that I like that I own one.”
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